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In this paper we introduce and investigate the notion of uniformly integrable
operators on L p(E, +). Its relations to classical compactness and hypercontractivity
are exhibited. Several consequences of this notion are established, such as Perron
Frobenius type theorems, independence on p of the spectral radius in L p, continuity
of spectral radius, and especially the existence of spectral gap in the irreducible case.
We also present some infinitesimal criteria ensuring the uniform integrability of a
positive semigroup or of its resolvent. For a +-essentially irreducible Markov pro-
cess, we show that the uniform integrability in L p(+) of some type of resolvent
associated with the transition semigroup implies the large deviation principle of
level-3 with some rate function given by a modified DonskerVaradhan entropy
functional. We also prove that the uniform integrability condition becomes even
necessary in the symmetric case. Finally, we present several applications of our
results to FeynmanKac semigroups, to the thermodynamical limits of grand
ensembles, and to (non-symmetric) Markov processes given by Girsanov’s
formula.  2000 Academic Press
Key Words: large deviations; uniformly integrable operators; compact operators;
hypercontractivity; PerronFrobenius theorems; spectral gap; FeynmanKac
formula; Girsanov formula.
INTRODUCTION
Compactness of a linear operator is a basic notion used to get similar
properties of a matrix (the RieszSchauder theorem, e.g.). But most infinite
dimensional Markov semigroups do not possess this property. A typical
example is the OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup (Pt) on an infinite dimen-
sional abstract Wiener space (E, H, +): indeed Pt , t>0 are not compact
in L p(+). An alternative notion was invented by Nelson and Gross:
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hypercontractivity or equivalently logarithmic Sobolev inequality. The
hypercontractivity has wide and important applications in diverse areas:
v euclidean quantum fields, see Gross [Gr1, Gr2], Hoegh-Krohn and
Simon [HS], Simon [Si], Glimm and Jaffe [GJ], etc;
v heat kernels, see Davies and Simon [DaS], Davies [Da], Bakry
[Ba], etc;
v statistical mechanics, see Stroock and Zekarlinski [SZ1, SZ2], etc;
v large deviations and deviation inequalities, see Stroock [St],
Deuschel and Stroock [DS], Ledoux [Le], etc.
(The list of references here is far from being complete, see the extensive
references quoted in these books and papers.)
Especially Stroock [St] showed that the hypercontractivity implies the
large deviation principle (in short, LDP) of level-2 (i.e., on occupation
measure) for a reversible and ergodic Markov process. See also Deuschel
and Stroock [DS, Chaps. V and VI].
Large deviation of occupation measure for a Markov process is a tradi-
tional subject in probability. Donsker and Varadhan [DV] initiated the
subject by proving the LDP under the assumptions of existence, continuity
and strict positivity of transition density, and of exponential tightness.
Deuschel and Stroock [DS] improved that result by assuming the exist-
ence of a dominating measure. Later Ney and Nummelin [NN], de Acosta
[deA1, deA2], and Jain [Ja] extended those results to general irreducible
Markov processes, notably they obtained lower bounds of large deviations
in its full generality. In that case, the rate function may be different from
the classical one given by Donsker and Varadhan, as shown by the works
of Dinwoodie [Di] and of Dupuis with Zeitouni [DZ].
But infinite dimensional stationary Markov processes appearing in quan-
tum fields or statistical mechanics are not irreducible in general, as is seen
for infinite dimensional OrnsteinUhlenbeck processes, for stochastic Ising
models or for systems of infinite particles (see Ligget [Li]). So known
results for large deviations (in short, LD) in the irreducible case can not be
applied in those contexts. (However the criterion of hypercontractivity or
of hypermixingness for LDP, developed in [St; DS, Chap.VI], can be
applied in some circumstances; see Stroock and Zegarliski [SZ1, SZ2].)
For large deviations of infinite dimensional Markov processes, there is
another important difficulty related to the phenomenon of phase transition
(i.e., the process may have many invariant measures). This was raised by
Varadhan [Va, Concluding Remarks] as an open question. The idea of
Varadhan goes as follows. Think of the ergodic decomposition of the state
space E=+ E+ into ergodic components E+ with respect to (in short,
w.r.t.) invariant and ergodic measures +. It is natural that started from an
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initial distribution &<<+, the large deviation behavior of the Markov
process should be governed by a rate function J+ depending on +. In other
words, the rate function J governing the classical level-2 LDP of Donsker
and Varadhan should be modified in different ergodic components E+ . See
[Wu1] for some early attempt on this question.
Motivated by checking the corresponding necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the LDP (improving the criterion of hypercontractivity due to
Stroock and DeuschelStroock), we introduced in the Note [Wu2] the
notion of superboundedness. An operator ?: L p  L p is called superbounded
if the images of the unit ball of L p by ? are uniformly integrable in L p. In
[Wu2], the superboundedness of some transition kernel PT in L p(+) w.r.t.
an invariant and ergodic measure + is shown to be sufficient both for the
LDP of level-2 and of level-3, with some rate functions depending on +.
Moreover it is also shown that the uniform integrability condition becomes
necessary in the symmetric case.
In the present paper, superbounded operators will be called uniformly
integrable operators, which seems to be more appropriate. The uniform
integrability is obviously weaker than compactness and hypercontractivity.
Then it is an unification of those two important notions in some sense. The
purpose of this paper is threefold:
(1) to exploit some basic consequences of this notion in spectral
properties;
(2) to provide some concrete sufficient conditions for it;
(3) to develop several applications of uniform integrability, to large
deviations of Markov processes (including the infinite dimensional case) in
order to improve and extend [Wu2]; to FeynmanKac semigroups, to
thermodynamical limits associated with Markov processes, and to non-
symmetric Markov semigroups given by Girsanov’s formula.
This paper can be roughly separated into two parts: the first part, com-
posed of Sections 14, develops mainly functional analysis type’s results;
and the second, composed of Sections 56, contains main probabilistical
applications. Combination of probabilistical and functional analysis ideas
will be crucial throughout this work.
It is organized as follows. In Section 1, several elementary properties of
uniformly integrable operators are presented. We show in Section 2 that
under an absolute continuity condition, uniform integrability and compact-
ness are equivalent.
In Section 3, we study spectral properties of uniformly integrable positive
operators. Under the uniform integrability, we establish PerronFrobenius
theorems of the first and second types, finiteness of invariant ergodic
measures (of an uniformly integrable Markov operator), independence on
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p of the spectral radius in L p, continuity of spectral radius w.r.t. the strong
convergence of operators etc. Especially, a spectral gap result will be
proved in the irreducible setting.
In Section 4 we furnish some infinitesimal criteria for the uniform
integrability of positive semigroups and of their resolvents.
Section 5 contains the main probabilistical application of uniform
integrability. For the empirical measures of a +-essentially irreducible
Markov process, we establish both the LDP of DonskerVaradhan of
level-2 and of level-3, with the rate functions given by the restriction of the
DonskerVaradhan entropy functionals to the +-component. This holds
under the uniform integrability of some transition kernel PT , or more
generally, under the uniform integrability of +T e
&tPt dt in the continuous
time case. It improves considerably our previous results [Wu2, Theorems 4
and 5]. Particularly in the symmetric case, we show that both the LDP of
level-2 and of level-3 are equivalent to the uniform integrability of the
transition semigroup in L2.
Finally in Section 6, we present several applications of our results to
FeynmanKac semigroups, to the thermodynamical limits of grand
ensembles, and to (non-symmetric) Markov processes given by Girsanov’s
formula.
To keep the continuity of the presentation, we often expose short proofs
in the main text, and put some relatively long proofs and several
preliminary results on large deviations in Appendixes A and B, respectively.
Related works and references are often presented in remarks.
1. UNIFORMLY INTEGRABLE OPERATORS IN L p
1.1. Let + be a probability measure on a Polish space E equipped
with its Borel _-field B. We denote by B+ or bB the space of real non-
negative or bounded B-measurable functions on E. bB is a Banach space
equipped with the sup norm & f &sup=supx # E | f (x)|. For p # [1, +], we
denote by & }&p the norm of } in L p(+) :=L p(E, B, +). If fg # L1(+),
( f, g)+ :=E fg d+. Throughout this paper we shall indulge in the usual
confusion between equivalent class of functions f # L p(+) and its (Borel)
B-measurable version (except the explicit contrary statements). Set
B++ ={ f # B+ } ( f ) + :=+( f ) :=( f, 1) +=|E f d+>0= ,
L p+(+)=B
+
+  L
p(+);
B p(L)(resp. B p+(L))=[ f # L
p(+) | (resp. #L p+(+)); & f &pL].
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If A # B verifies 1A # B++ , we write A # B
+
+ with some abuse. We introduce
now
Definition 1.1. (a) Let p # [1, +). A bounded linear operator
?: L p(+)  L p(+) is said to be uniformly integrable in L p (in short, p-U.I.),
if ?(B p(1)) is uniformly integrable in L p(+) (i.e., [ |?f | p; f # B p(1)] is
uniformly integrable).
(b) Let p=+. A bounded linear operator ?: L(+)  L(+) is
said to be uniformly integrable in L(+) (in short, -U.I.), if for every
sequence (An)/B tending to <,
&?(1An)&  0, as n  +. (1.1)
The two propositions below abstract several elementary properties of
p-U.I. operators, extending [Wu2, Proposition 2]:
Proposition 1.2. Let p, q # [1, +] and p$ the conjugated number of
p : 1p+1p$=1.
(a) If (?n) is a sequence of p-U.I. operators and
&?n&?&p :=sup[&?n f &?f &p ; f # B p(1)]  0,
then ? is p-U.I.
(b) Let p=1 or +. Then ? is p-U.I. if and only if its dual operator
?* is p$-U.I.
(c) Assume that ? be p-U.I. with 1<p<+. If moreover its dual
operator ?*: L p$  L p$ verifies
?*(B(1)) is uniformly integrable in L p$, (1.2)
then ?* is p$-U.I.
(d) Let ?$ is another bounded operator on L p. If ? is p-U.I., so is ??$;
and ?$? will be p-U.I. if moreover
?$(B(1)) is uniformly integrable in L p. (1.3)
(e) If ? is p-U.I. and bounded in Lq(+), ? is r-U.I. for all r strictly
between p and q.
Its proof will be given in Appendix A. For the convenience of the reader,
a family of equivalent conditions for the uniform integrability are recalled
in Appendix A.
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Remarks 1.3. (a) The definition (1.1) of -U.I. is raisonable because
of part (b). By the proof of (b) in Appendix A, if ? is -U.I., then
\(gn)/L with sup
n
&gn&1, gn  0 +-a.s. O &?gn&  0.
(1.4)
(b) In part (c), I do not know whether the extra (very mild)
condition (1.2) on ?* can be removed (no, I believe). Note the following
fact. Assume that ? is bounded and nonnegative in Lp(+) with 1<p<+
(i.e., \f # L p+(+), ?f 0). Then ? is p-U.I. iff ?* is p$-U.I.
In fact as ?* is also nonnegative, for any f # B+(1), we have
0?*f ?*1 # L p$(+). Thus (1.2) is satisfied.
(c) In the particular probabilistic case where ? is sub-Markov and
+?+, we can regard ? as a contraction in all L p(+), 1p. In this
case all p-U.I. of ? for p # (1, +) are equivalent by part (e), but they are
very different from the 1&U.I. or -U.I. of ? (see the next section).
Proposition 1.4. (a) If ? is compact in L p(+), then it is p-U.I.
(b) ? is p-U.I. if ? is hyperbounded in L p, i.e.,
_q>p1; &?&p, q :=&?&Lp  Lq<+. (1.5)
(c) ? is -U.I. if ? is ultrabounded in L p(+) for some p # [1, +), i.e.,
&?&p, +<+. (1.6)
Proof. (a) This is obvious, as a compact set in L p(+) is uniformly
integrable in L p.
(b) It is still obvious as the unit ball Bq(1) in Lq is uniformly
integrable in L p for q>p.
(c) The property (1.1) follows clearly from
&?1A &&?&p, + +(A)1p. K
Remarks 1.5. By (a) and (b), the uniform integrability is an unification
of the two important notions: the compactness and the hyperboundedness.
Recall that ? is hypercontractive if &?&p, q1. For hypercontractivity or
equivalently logarithmic Sobolev inequality, the reader referred to Gross
[Gr3], Bakry [Ba], and Ledoux [Le] for recent achievements. For
ultrabounded operators, see Davies and Simon [DaS] and Davies [Da].
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To motivate the studies in the next sections, let us present several
examples:
Example 1.6. Let L= 12 2&{V(x) } {, where V(x) # C
(Rd) verifies
V(x)=b |x|a for |x|>1 where a, b>0. Let +(dx)=e&2V(x) dx and Pt=
exp(Lt) the symmetric Markov diffusion semigroup on L2(+) generated by L.
From the works [DaS] of Davies and Simon, one can deduce easily that
Pt , t>0 are compact iff a>1; hyperbounded iff a2; ultrabounded iff
a>2. By Proposition 1.4. and Theorem 2.3 in the next section, Pt , t>0 are
2-U.I. iff they are compact iff a>1.
Example 1.7 (Generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck (O-U) Semigroup).
Let (E, H, +) be an infinite dimensional abstract Wiener space and (Tt) an
arbitrary symmetric strongly continuous semigroup of contractions on the
reproducing Hilbert space H, with generator A. Let Cn be the nth chaos in
L2(E, +) (n # N), and In : H n  Cn , the n-multiple stochastic integral. The
generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup is the second quantification of
(Tt), defined by
PtIn( f )=In(T nt f ), \f # H
n, \n0.
Its generator is denoted by L. (Note that if Tt h=exp(&t2) h, (Pt) is
exactly the standard O-U semigroup). It is well known that (Pt) is a
symmetric Markov semigroup on L2(+) ([GJ]).
Assume that *0 :=inf 7(&A)>0, where 7(v) is the spectrum of the
operator v . By Nelson’s hypercontractivity and the logarithmic Sobolev
inequality of Gross [Gr3], we have
| F 2 log
F 2
 F 2 d+
d+
2
*0 | (&LF ) F d+ (1.7)
for any F belonging to the domain of L in L2(+).
From (1.7), one deduces easily that the resolvent (I&L)&1 is a bounded
operator from L2 to the Orlicz space L2 log L2, then an uniformly
integrable operator in L2(+). But it is neither compact nor hyperbounded.
Example 1.8. In Example 1.7, let En be the orthogonal projection from
L2(+) to the n-th chaos Cn . En can be extended (uniquely) as a bounded
mapping on L p(+) for every p # (1, +) (but neither on L(+) nor on
L1(+)). Consider the operator E1 Pt . Because all norms & v&p , p # (1, )
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are equivalent on C1 , it is easy to see that E1Pt , t>0 are hyperbounded
in L p(E, +), then p-U.I. for all p # (1, +). It is clear that
7(E1 Pt | L2(+))=7(Tt |H). (1.8)
When (Tt) has only continuum spectrum, the 2-U.I. operator (E1Pt) (t>0)
is not compact, has no eigenvalue (or point spectrum), no eigenfunction,
no spectral gap.
This example shows that without further assumption the notion of p-U.I.
does not provide any new information on spectral properties w.r.t. usual
bounded operators.
2. RELATION WITH COMPACTNESS
We begin with the two extremal cases p=1 or :
Proposition 2.1 (essentially contained in [Sc, p. 128, Corollary 1]). If
? is uniformly integrable in L1 (resp. L), then ?2 is compact in L1 (resp. L).
Proof. Let p=1. Then ? is uniformly integrable in L1, iff ?(B1(1)) is
relatively compact in (L1, _(L1, L)), by DunfordPettis theorem (see
Appendix A.1(v)), i.e., ? is weakly compact in L1 in the language of [Sc,
p. 124]. Then ?2 is compact in L1 by [Sc, p. 128, Corollary 1].
For p=+, ?* is uniformly integrable in L1 by Proposition 1.2(b).
Then (?*)2 is compact in L1. Therefore ?2=((?*)2)* is compact in L. K
Remarks 2.2. By [Sc, p. 124, Corollary] and Proposition 1.2(b) in
Section 1, ? is uniformly integrable in L, iff ? is weakly compact in L
in the sense of [Sc, p. 124] (i.e., ?(B(1)) is _(L, (L)$) relatively compact).
In other words, (1.1) is a more transparent translation of the weak
compactness in the space L.
Hence the notion of uniform integrability of ? in L1 or L coincides
with the classical weak compactness in [Sc]. In contrary for p # (1, +),
every bounded operator ? in L p is weakly compact in the classical sense
defined in [Sc, p. 124] (so the notion of weak compactness losses its
novelty). The p-U.I. becomes now very different from weak compactness
and possesses some new properties:
Theorem 2.3. Assume that ?: L p(+)  L p(+) is uniformly integrable
with p # [1, +). Assume that ?$ is bounded on L p(+) and ?$(B(1)) is
uniformly integrable in L p(+). Assume moreover that ?$ is realized by some
absolute continuous kernel N(x, dy), i.e., there are a probability measure
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:>>+ on (E, B) and a B}B-measurable function n(x, y) satisfying
E |n(x, y)| :(dy)<+ for all x # E, such that for every f # bB,
?$f (x)=Nf (x) :=|
E
n(x, y) f ( y) :(dy), +-a.e. x # E. (2.1)
Then ?$? is compact in L p(+).
In particular ?2 :=? b ? is compact in L p(+), if ? satisfies the absolute
continuity condition above.
Proof. Let A=?(B p(1)). We should prove that ?$(A) is relatively
compact in L p(+).
Set AL=[ fL :=f 1[ | f | L] ; f # A]. By the uniform integrability of A in
L p(+),
dp(AL ; A) :=max( sup
f # AL
inf
g # A
& f& g&p , sup
f # A
inf
g # AL
& f& g&p)
sup[& f& fL&p ; f # A]  0,
as L  + by (A.1) in Appendix A. Thus
dp(?$(AL), ?$(A))&?$&p } dp(AL , A)  0, as L  +.
Since the limit of a sequence of compact subsets in L p (w.r.t. the distance
dp) is compact, we have only to show that ?$(AL) is relatively compact in
L p(+) for each L>0. By our condition, ?$(AL) (/?$(B(L))) is uniformly
integrable in L p(+). It remains then to show that ?$(AL) is relatively
compact w.r.t. the topology of the convergence in probability +.
By (2.1), ?$(AL)N(B(L)) up to +-equivalence, where B(L) :=[ f # bB |
supE | f |L]. The key to complete the proof is the well known Bourbaki
theorem [Bo, Chap. IV, p. 111]: the unit ball of the dual space B$ of a
separable Banach space B is compact and metrizable w.r.t. _(B$, B). Apply-
ing it to B=L1(:) and B$=L(:), we get the sequential compactness of
B(L) in L(:) w.r.t. _(L(:), L1(:)).
On the other hand, for each x # E, the functional f  Nf (x) is continuous
w.r.t. the weak* topology _(L(:), L1(:)) by our absolute continuity
condition (2.1). Therefore N(B(L)) is sequentially compact w.r.t. the
pointwise convergence topology on E, in particular w.r.t. the topology of
the convergence in measure +. This completes the proof. K
Remark 2.4. When p # (1, +), the absolute continuity condition (2.1)
can not be removed from this theorem (unlike the previous case where
p=1 or +). For instance, the standard infinite dimensional Ornstein
Uhlenbeck semigroup given in Example 1.7 does not satisfy (2.1), it is not
compact while it is hypercontractive.
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Corollary 2.5. Assume ?f (x)= h(x, y) f ( y) +(dy) for all f # L p(+),
where h(x, y) is BB-measurable.
(a) For p # (1, +), if
|
E \|E |h(x, y)| p$ +(dy)+
pp$
+(dx)<+ (2.2)
then ? : L p(+)  L p(+) is uniformly integrable and ?2 is compact in L p(+).
(b) For p=1 (resp. +), if the family [h( } , y); y # E ] (resp.
[h(x, } ); x # E ]) is uniformly integrable in L1(+), then ? is uniformly
integrable in L1(+) (resp. L(+)), and ?2 is compact.
Proof. Part (a) follows from (A.4) in Appendix A and
&1A?& pp | 1A(x) &h(x, } )& pp$ d+(x).
Part (b) for p=+ follows from the characterization A.1(iii) (in
Appendix A) of the uniform integrability of [h(x, } ); x # E]. By duality we
get the conclusion in the case p=1. K
When p=2, condition (2.2) means that ? is a HilbertSchmidt operator.
3. SEVERAL SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF POSITIVE
U.I. OPERATORS
In general, without further assumption we can not hope any good
spectral property for U.I. operators, as is seen for Example 1.8. The main
purpose of this section is to provide several non-trivial spectral conse-
quences for positive U.I. operators.
A bounded operator ?: L p(+)  L p(+) is said to be
v nonnegative (denoted by ?0), if \f # L p+(+), ?f 0, +-a.e.;
v positive, if moreover ?{0 (that we assume throughout this section).
If ?$&?0 we say that ? is smaller than ?$, denoted by ??$.
Since E is Polish, there is always a kernel N(x, dy) on (E, B) (i.e., (i)
\x # E, N(x, v ) is a nonnegative finite measure on (E, B) and (ii) \A # B,
N( v , A) is B-mesurable), such that \f # bB, ?f =Nf, +-a.e. on E. Such a
kernel N(x, } ) is uniquely determined for +-a.e. x # E and +N( } ) :=
E +(dx) N(x, } )<<+( } ).
For a measure &<<+, &?( } ) :=&N( } ) :=E &(dx) N(x, } ), where N is a
(+-) kernel representation of the positive operator ?.
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Recall the following two useful notions:
Definition 3.1 ([Re, pp. 71 and 78]). ? or its kernel realization N is
called +-essentially irreducible, if
\A, B # B++ , _n0, (1A , ?
n1B) + :=|
E
1A?n1B d+>0, (3.1)
or equivalently
\A # B++ , :

n=0
Nn(x, A)>0, +-a.s. x # E. (3.2)
A nonnegative kernel N(x, } ) on (E, B) is called +-irreducible, if
\A # B++ , :

n=0
Nn(x, A)>0, \x # E (3.3)
(might be + in (3.2) and (3.3)).
These two motions, through close in appearance, are in reality very
different. In fact by [Re, Theorem 2.14, p. 78], for a nonnegative +-essen-
tially irreducible kernel N with +N<<+, there are only two possibilities:
(I) there exists a N-closed set F # B (i.e., N(x, Fc)=0, \x # F) with
+(Fc)=0, such that N |F is +-irreducible;
(II) there exists a N-closed set F # B with +(Fc)=0, such that for
any x, y # F different, n=1 N
n(x, } ) and n=1 N
n( y, } ) are singular.
Remark that the +&irreducibility (3.3) is equivalent to +<<n=1
Nn(x, } ) for every x # E. Then the irreducible case (I) is completely different
from the case (II). However, the very singular case (II) is quite current in
infinite dimensional contexts (Example 1.7 is a such example).
We denote by 7 ( p)(?) the spectrum (in the complex field C) of ? acting
on L pC(+) (the complexification of the real vector space L
p(+)). Let
R( p)(?)= lim
n  +
(&?n&p)1n=sup[ |*|; * # 7 ( p)(?)] (3.4)
be the spectral radius of ? in L p(+). In this section we shall investigate
(i) PerronFrobenius type theorems;
(ii) the independence of R( p)(?) on p # [1, +];
(iii) the continuity of ?  R( p)(?) w.r.t. the strong convergence of
operators;
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(iv) the spectral gap problem (which remains open in the case (II)).
3.1. Existence of ground state and PerronFrobenius theorem of the first
type. The following result extends an old result of Gross [Gr1, Gr2] who
assumed the hyperboundedness and the self-adjointness of ?.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that ? : L p(+)  L p(+) is positive and p-U.I. If
R( p)(?)>0, then there exists , # L p+(+), &,&p=1 such that
?,=R( p)(?) ,.
Proof. If p=1 or , this theorem follows from the compactness of ?2
in Proposition 2.1, by a classical PerronFrobenious theorem (see [Sc,
Chap. V, Corollary, p. 328]).
We assume then 1<p<+ below. For * # C such that |*|>R( p)(?), let
G*= :

n=0
*&n&1?n=(*&?)&1 (3.5)
be the resolvent operator. The key fact is that as * # R decreases to
R( p)(?) :=*0 ,
_0{ f # L p+(+), such that &G* f &p  +. (3.6)
In fact by Fatou’s monotone convergence, it holds that for any f 0,
lim
* a *0
|
E
(G* f ) p d+=|
E \ :

n=0
*&n&10 ?
nf +
p
d+, in [0, +].
Consequently if in contrary (3.6) were false, we would have that
\f # L p+(+), \* # C with |*|=*0 ,
:

n=0
|*| &n&1 ?nf is convergent in L p(+).
So it holds for all f # L pC(+). Thus by Banach’s strong convergence
theorem, f  n=0 *
&n&1?nf is a bounded operator for any * # C with
|*|=*0 , which must be the resolvent G* . In other words, the sphere
[* # C : |*|=R( p)(?)] is contained in the resolvent set C"7 ( p)(?). That is in
contradiction with (3.4) by the compactness of 7 ( p)(?). (3.6) is so shown.
Now let us establish the existence of a positive eigenvector , associated
with R( p)(?). To this purpose, let (*n) be a sequence of positive numbers
decreasing to R( p)(?), and consider
,n=G*n f&G*n f &p ,
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where f is specified by (3.6). We have
?,n=*n,n&(*n&?) ,n=*n ,n& f&G*n f &p . (3.7)
Since L p is reflexive ( p # (1, +)), there is always a subsequence of (,n),
which converges to , # L p w.r.t. _(L p, L p$). Assume for the simplicity of
notation that ,n  , in _(L p, L p$). By (3.6), as n  , (3.7) becomes
?,=R( p)(?) ,.
Since ,n0, +-a.e., then ,0, +-a.e. too. It remains to show that
(,, 1) +=|
E
, d+>0.
If in contrary, ,=0, +-a.e. on E, the weak convergence ,n  ,=0 would
imply (as ,n0),
(,n , 1)+  0 O ,n  0 in L1(+) O ,n  0 in probability +.
But by the p-U.I. of ?, (3.6), (3.7), and *n>R( p)(?)>0, the family
[,n ; n1] is uniformly integrable in L p(+). Hence ,n  0 in L p(+), which
is in contradiction with &,n &p #1 for all n1.
Consequently ,{0 in L p(+) and it is an eigenvector of ? associated with
R( p)(?). K
Corollary 3.3. Let p # [1, +] and p$ its conjugated number. Assume
that ? : L p(+)  L p(+) is positive, essentially irreducible, p-U.I. Assume
moreover R( p)(?)>0. We have
(a) R( p)(?) is an eigenvalue of ? in L p, and the eigenspace
Ker(R( p)(?) I&?) in L p is one dimensional and spanned by some ,>0,
+-a.e. on E. R( p)(?) is the only eigenvalue of ? with a nonnegative eigenvector
in L p(+).
(b) Similarly Ker(R( p)(?) I&?*) in L p$ is one dimensional and
spanned by some >0, +-a.e. R( p)(?)=R( p$)(?*) is the only eigenvalue of ?*
with a nonnegative eigenvector in L p$(+).
This is just the PerronFrobenius theorem of the first type. Before its
proof let us present two elementary lemmas which will be useful later.
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Lemma 3.4. Assume that ? is a positive and essentially irreducible
bounded operator in L p(+), p # [1, +]. If * # C and , # L p+(+) satisfy
?,=*,.
then *>0 and ,>0, +-a.e. on E.
Proof. We observe at first that *0. If *=0, then ?,=0 O ?n,=0 for
all n1, which is impossible because of (3.1). Hence *>0. We prove now
+(,=0)=0.
If in contrary +(,=0)>0, by (3.1), there were n1 such that
0<|
E
1[,=0]?n, d+=*n |
E
1[,=0] , d+=0
which is contradictory. The proof is finished. K
Lemma 3.5. Assume that P is a Markov operator (i.e., positive and
P1=1) and + is an invariant measure of P, i.e., +P=+. Assume that P is
+-essentially irreducible. Then
(a) P is +-ergodic (i.e., 1 is the only eigenvector of P is L(+) up to
a constant factor);
(b) if *1 and f # B++ verifies Pf *f (+-a.e.), then f =c, +-a.e. on E
and *=1;
(c) if f # L1+(+) satisfies Pf*f, +-a.e. for some *1, then f =c,
+-a.e. and *=1;
(d) if f # L1(+) satisfies Pf =*f, +-a.e. for some *1, then f =c,
+-a.e. and *=1.
Its proof is given in Appendix A. We turn to the
Proof of Corollary 3.3. By Lemma 3.4 and the essential irreducibility,
the nonnegative eigenvector , found in Theorem 3.2 is strictly positive
+-a.e. over E. Note that ?*: L p$  L p$ is also positive, essentially irreducible
and p$-U.I. by Proposition 1.2(b) and Remark 1.3(b). Then there is also an
eigenvector >0, +-a.e. of ?* in L p$ associated with the spectral radius
R( p$)(?*)=R( p)(?), still by Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.4. With a modifica-
tion of coefficient, we can assume (,) +=E , d+=1.
Having these elements, we can construct
P?f (x)=
1
R( p)(?) ,
?(,f ), \f # L(+), (3.8a)
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which is a Markov operator (i.e., P? is positive and P?1=1, +-a.e.).
Obviously
:(dx) :=,(x) (x) +(dx) verifies :P?=:. (3.8b)
In other words, : is an invariant probability measure of P?. By the (+-a.s.)
strict positivity of , and , P? is :-essentially irreducible and then
:-ergodic by Lemma 3.5(a).
If f # L p(+) is another eigenvector of ? associated with R( p)(?), then
f, # L1(:=, } +) and P?( f,)=( f,). By Lemma 3.5(d), f,=c, :-a.e.
Similarly if f # L p+(+) verifies ?f =*f, then P
?( f,)=(*R( p)(?)) } ( f,).
By Lemma 3.5(b) and (c), f,=c, :-a.s. and consequently *=R( p)(?). Part
(a) is then completely established.
Applying (a) to ?*, which is still positive, essentially irreducible and
p$-U.I. (noted above), we get (b). K
Remarks. (a) The essential irreducibility is natural both from the
probabilistical and analytical points of view. But the condition R( p)(?)>0
seems less. Recall that R( p)(?)>0 (it means that ? is not quasi-nilpotent)
is automatically satisfied in the following situations:
(a.i) p=2 and ? is symmetric (trivial from the spectral decom-
position). (That holds without the assumption of uniform integrability!)
(a.ii) ? verifies (3.1) and it is 1-U.I. or -U.I. That is a known
analytical result [Sc, p. 335, Theorem 6.3] for p=1. For p=+, we
obtain R()(?)=R(1)(?*)>0 by applying that result to ?* which is 1-U.I.
by Proposition 1.2(b). (Warning. The notion of irreducibility used in
Schaefer [Sc, p. 186, Definition 8.1 and Proposition 8.3] for general
Banach lattices coincides with the +-essential irreducibility in L p(+), for
only p # [1, +); and those two notions are different in L(+)!)
(a.iii) The irreducible case (see (3.12) below).
Notice also if R( p)(?)=0, Corollary 3.3. is no longer valid by Lemma 3.4.
(b) The method of the reduction given by (3.8a), (3.8b) is well
known to probabilists and is called representation of ground state by
analytists, in the particular symmetric case. It will be used in the next
paragraphs too.
The following result gives another consequence of uniform integrability
without the assumption of essential irreducibility.
Corollary 3.6. Given a Markov operator ?: L(+)  L(+), let
?*: L1(+)  L1(+) be its dual. Assume that ? can be extended as an bounded
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operator on L p(+) (denoted still by ?) for some p # [1, +], such that ?N
is p-U.I. for some N1. Then
(a) R( p)(?)=1.
(b) we have the following Hopf decomposition: E=D  (mi=1 C i)
where m1, and D, C1 , ..., Cm are disjoint components of E such that
(b.i) for each f # L1+(+),
:

n=0
(?*)n f<+, +-a.e. on the dissipative part D;
:

n=0
(?*)n f =0 or +, +-a.e. on the conservative part C := .
m
i=1
Ci ;
(b.ii) for each i=1, ..., m, there is a unique invariant probability
measure :i<<+ of ? supported by Ci , moreover :i t1Ci + and ? is
:i -ergodic;
(b.iii) any invariant probability measure :<<+ of ? is a linear
combination of [:1 , ..., :m].
In particular if moreover ? is +-essentially irreducible, then +(D)=0 and
m=1.
Proof. (a) It is not so evident as it might seem. Our proof below relies
on uniform integrability.
Since R( p)(?N)=(R( p)(?))N by the spectral mapping theorem (see [Yo,
Chap. VIII]), we have only to show R :=R( p)(?N)=1. If in contrary R{1,
then R>1 (because ?N1=1).
By Proposition 1.2(b) and Remarks 1.3(b), the dual operator (?N)* is
p$-U.I. and R( p$)((?N)*)=R. Then by Theorem 3.2, there is 0 # L p$(+)
/L1(+) satisfying () +=1 and (?N)* =R. Consequently &(?N)*&1
R>1. On the other hand, ?N is a contraction on L. Thus &(?N)*&1=
&?N&=1, which contradicts with &(?N)*&1>1. Thus R=1 as claimed.
(b) Let 0 # L p$(+)/L1(+) satisfy () +=1 and (?N)* =,
found in the proof of (a). Then : :=( 1N 
N&1
k=0 (?*)
k ) + is an invariant
probability measure of ?.
Consider Hopf ’s decomposition E=D _ C w.r.t. the positive contraction
?* acting on L1(+) (see [Re, Chap. IV, Theorem 2.3] and read T there as
?*), where D is the dissipative part w.r.t. ?*, determined uniquely by (b.i)
up to +-equivalence. For any invariant probability measure :<<+, since
?*(d:d+)=d:d+, we get by (b.i) that +([d:d+>0]  D)=0. Then
:(D)=0, or : is supported by the conservative part C. By the existence of
such invariant measure shown above, +(C)>0.
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Regard L p(C, +) as the closed subspace of those f # L p(E, +) such that
f =0, +-a.s. on E"C. In [Re, p. 114115] it is proven that for any
f # L1(C, +), ?*f # L1(C, +). The restriction ?*: L1(C, +)  L1(C, +) is so
well defined, and its dual operator on L(C, +) is ?C :=1C ?.
Notice that :<<+ is an invariant measure of ? iff ?*(d:d+)=(d:d+)
with d:d+=0 on D (as noted previously), and that ?NC is uniformly
integrable in L p(C, +) as well as ?N. Thus for (b.ii) and (b.iii), restricting
to C if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that E=C, in
the following.
Let J=[B; ?(1B)=1B , +-a.e.]. By [Re, Proposition 2.5, p. 112], for
h # L+(+), ?h=h iff ? is J-measurable. Now by the boundedness of ? on
L p(+), for any , # L p(E, J, +), ?,=,. Consequently ?N,=,, \, # L p
(E, J, +). By the assumed uniform integrability of ?N, J must be generated
by a finite number of disjoint Ci # B++ , i=1, ..., m, up to +-equivalence.
Regard L p(Ci , +) as a closed subspace of L p(E, +), in the same manner
as precedently. The restriction ?i of ? to L(Ci , +) (obviously well defined)
has only constants as eigenvectors associated with 1. Since ?Ni is again
p-U.I., ?i has an invariant probability measure :i<<1Ci +, supported by Ci ,
as shown at the beginning. Now we show that :i t1Ci + and ?i is
:i -ergodic.
In fact, since ?*(d:i d+)=(d:i d+), we have
{ :

n=0
(?*)n \d:id+ +=+=={
d:i
d+
>0==: Ai .
Since ?* is conservative (that is assumed previously), by [Re, Proposi-
tion 2.5, p. 112] again, Ai # J. Because +(Ai)>0 and Ai /Ci , thus Ai=Ci
up to +-equivalence by what is shown above. Consequently :i t1Ci +.
The equivalence :i t1Ci + together with the fact that ?i has only con-
stant eigenvectors associated with 1 in L(Ci , +)=L(Ci , :i) implies the
:i -ergodicity of ?i (by definition). The previous claim is shown.
Finally since two ergodic measures are singular, the invariant measure
:i<<1Ci + of ?i or of ? restricted to Ci is unique. Property (b.ii) is
established.
If :<<+ is an invariant probability measure of ?, 1Ci ::(Ci) is an
invariant measure of ?i . Hence 1Ci ::(Ci)=:i and consequently :=
mi=1 :(C i) :i , the desired (b.iii).
For the last claim, for any invariant probability measure :<<+ of ?,
+<<k=0 2
&k&1:?k=: by the essential irreducibility. Hence :t+. Thus
m=1 and +(D)=:(D)=0. K
3.2. The independence of R( p)(?) on p and a continuity result. We find a
same phenomenon as for Schro dinger’s operators &2+V, discovered by
Carmona and Simon, see [Si] and references therein:
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Corollary 3.7. In the context of Corollary 3.3, if moreover ?: Lq(+) 
Lq(+) is bounded for some q{ p, then for every r (strictly) between p and q,
we have
(a) R(r)(?)=R( p)(?);
(b) Ker(R(r)(?) I&?) in Lr is spanned by the same ,>0, +-a.e.
(c) Ker(R(r)(?) I&?*) in Lr$ is spanned by the same >0, +-a.e.
In particular, , # Lr(+),  # Lr$(+).
Proof. By Proposition 1.2(e), ? is r-U.I. Assume at first q>r>p. By
Theorem 3.2, we can find ,$ # Lr+ such that ?,$=R
(r)(?) ,$. Note that
,$ # L p.
With (P?, :) defined in (3.8a), (3.8b), we have 0,$, # L1(:) and
P? \,$, +=
R(r)(?)
R ( p)(?)
}
,$
,
.
By Lemma 3.5(b) and (c), ,$,=const. +-a.e., and consequently R(r)(?)=
R( p)(?)>0. Whence this corollary follows by Corollary 3.3. Finally if
q<r<p, it is enough to exchange the role of r and p in the argument
above. K
The following continuity result, being still a consequence of Theorem 3.2,
will play a key role in the large deviation results in Section 5.
Proposition 3.8. Let (?n , n=0, 1, ..., +) be a sequence of positive
operators in L p(E, +). Assume
(i) ?n f  ? f in L p(+) for every f # L; or
(i)$ (?n)* g  (?)* g in L p$(+) for every g # L ( p$ being the
conjugated number of p); and
(ii) there is an p-U.I. operator ? in L p such that ?n? for all n # N;
(iii) infn # N R( p)(?n)>0.
Then we have
lim sup
n  
R( p)(?n)R( p)(?). (3.9)
If moreover ? is +-essentially irreducible, then R( p)(?n)  R( p)(?).
Proof. We shall prove it under [(i)$+(ii)+(iii)]. Since ?0 is p-U.I.
iff ?* is p$-U.I. by Remarks 1.3.(b), applying the previous claim to (?n*) and
noting that R( p)(?)=R( p$)(?*), we get (3.9) under [(i)+(ii)+(iii)] too.
Assume then [(i)$+(ii)+(iii)].
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By Theorem 3.2, we can find ,n0, +-a.e. so that
?n ,n=R( p)(?n) ,n and &,n&p=1. (3.10)
We divide now the proof into the three cases below:
(1) The Case p # (1, +). In the actual case, [,n ; n # N] is sequen-
tially precompact in _(L p, L p$). Let * be any limit point of [R( p)(?n),
n  +] (which is bounded by (ii)). Then *>0 by (iii), and * is the limit
of a subsequence [R( p)(?n(k)); k1]. Take a sub-subsequence [m(l ); l1]
of [n(k)] such that ,m(l )  , in _(L p, L p$), as l  +. Then ,0, +-a.e.
Note that [,n , n # N] is uniformly integrable in L p(+) by our condition (ii)
and (iii). If ,=0, +-a.e., then ,m(l )  0 in probability +. This together with
the uniform integrability of [,n ; n # N] in L p implies that ,m(l )  0 in
L p(+), which is in contradiction with &,n&p #1. Thus ,{0 in L p(+).
We check now ?,=*,. To this end, for every g # L,
|(?m(l ) ,m(l )&?,, g) + |
= |(?m(l ) ,m(l )&?,m(l ) , g) ++(?,m(l )&?,, g) + |
 |(,m(l ) , (?*m(l )&?*) g) + |+|(,m(l )&,, ?*g) + |
&(?*m(l )&?*) g&p$+|(,m(l )&,, ?*g) + |
 0
by the condition (i)$ and the convergence ,m(l)  , in _(L p, L p$).
Therefore (3.10) becomes, as n=m(l)  , ?,=*,. Hence
*R( p)(?). As * is an arbitrary limit point of [R( p)(?n), n  +], we
obtain (3.9).
When ? is moreover +-essentially irreducible, the relation ?,=*,
obtained previously implies *=R( p)(?), by Corollary 3.3. The last claim
follows.
(2) The Case p=1. By (ii), (iii), and (3.10), [,n ; n # N] is uniformly
integrable in L1, then sequentially precompact in _(L1, L) by the
DunfordPettis theorem recalled in Appendix A. The rest of the proof is
the same as above.
(3) The Case p=+. [,n ; n1] is contained in the unit ball of
L(+), which is compact and metrizable w.r.t. _(L, L1) by Bourbaki’s
theorem [Bo, Chap. IV, p. 111], as in Theorem 2.3. We have only to prove
that every limit point , of [,n] w.r.t. _(L, L1) is not zero (+-a.e.), and the
rest of proof will be the same as in Case (1). To that end, let (,nk) be a
subsequence converging to , w.r.t. _(L, L1). Then ,0, +-a.e.
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If ,=0, +-a.e., ,nk  0 in probability +. There is still a subsequence (,ml)
of (,nk), which converges to 0, +-a.e. By the remark (1.4) on the -U.I.
of ?, as l  +, &?,ml &  0. This is in contradiction with condition (iii),
because
inf
n # N
&?,n & inf
n # N
&?n ,n &= inf
n # N
R()(?n)>0.
The proof is completed. K
Remarks 3.9. The strong convergence condition (i) or (i)$ is much
weaker than the operator norm convergence, usually used in the perturba-
tion theory of operators (see Kato [Ka, Chap. IV]). It is well known that
the conclusion of this proposition is in general false without the uniform
integrability condition (ii).
Karlin [K, Sect. 7] has considered such type of results in the general
Banach lattice setting. But one of his basic assumptions [K, p. 930, line -5]
in the particular context L p(+) becomes that L p+(+) has an interior point
in L p(+), which is satisfied only for p=+. Even in the p=+ case, his
results [K, Theorems 22, 23, 24] have been obtained under different
assumptions from those in Proposition 3.8.
3.3. Spectral gap: The irreducible case. In this subsection we try to
study
Problem 3.10. For a positive, essentially irreducible and uniformly
integrable operator ? on L p(+) (1<p<+) with R( p)(?)>0, is R( p)(?) an
isolated point in 7 ( p)(?)?
This question was already raised by Hoegh-Krohn and Simon [HS] for
hyperbounded symmetric positive operators (they believed NO in general).
Until today it seems (up to the knowledge of the author) that there is
neither proof nor counter-example. It is noted by Deuschel and Stroock
[DS] that a hyperbounded symmetric Markov semigroup has a gap at 1,
if and only if it is hypercontractive (  log-Sobolev inequality). Recently
Aida [Ai] makes progresses on this problem in the symmetric Markov
case, by means of some strong positive improving property (we learn his
results after a first version of this paper was submitted).
Our attempt to this problem leads however to an affirmative answer in
the irreducible setting (I):
Theorem 3.11. Assume that L p(+)-U.I. positive operator ? is realized by
an irreducible kernel N(x, dy). Then R( p)(?)>0 and it is an isolated point in
the spectrum 7 ( p)(?).
Proof. We will combine analytical and probabilistical ideas.
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Step 1. By the well known characterization of the +-irreducibility
given in [Nu, p. 16], there are m1, s # B++ and a positive non-zero
measure & on (E, B), such that  s d&>0 and
Nm(x, dy)s(x) &(dy) :=s&. (3.11)
(such a measure & is absolutely continuous w.r.t. +). By (3.11),
(R( p)(?))m=R( p)(?m)R( p)(s&)&(E) } &s&Lp(+)>0. (3.12)
Step 2. Since 7 ( p)(?m)=[*m | * # 7 ( p)(?)] by the spectral mapping
theorem (see e.g. [Yo, Chap. VIII]), we can and will assume m=1 in
(3.11) for this theorem. Consider
M(x, dy)=N(x, dy)& 12s&, (3.13)
which, being larger than N(x, dy)2, is still +&irreducible. In this step we
will prove the key inequality
R( p)(M)<R( p)(?). (3.14)
In fact, as the positive M is smaller than the p-U.I. operator N, it is p-U.I.
too. By Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, there is f # L p(+), f >0, +-a.s., such
that Mf =R( p)(M) } f.
Let , # L p+(+),  # L
p$
+(+) be respectively the eigenfunctions of ? and ?*
associated with R( p)(?)=R( p$)(?*), given in Corollary 3.3. Considering the
Markov operator P? given in (3.8a), (3.8b), we have
P? \ f, +=
1
R( p)(?) ,
N \, } f, +
1
R( p)(?) ,
M( f )=
R( p)(M )
R( p)(?)
}
f
,
. (3.15)
If in contrary (3.14) were not true, R( p)(M )=R( p)(?). Since
0 f, # L1(:=, } +), by (3.15) and Lemma 3.5(c), f, is constant :-a.s.
This would imply
Mf + 12 | f d& } s=Nf =R( p)(?) } f =R( p)(M ) } f =Mf, +-a.s.
which is false, because  f d&>0. So (3.14) is true.
Step 3. By (3.14) in Step 2, R( p)(?) belongs to the resolvent set \(M )
of M in L pC(+). Then there is some ball D$=[* # C; |*&R
( p)(?)|<$], con-
tained in \(M ). Consequently *I&M is a Fredholm operator on L pC(+)
with index 0, for any * # D$ .
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Because s& is compact on L p(+), by a classical compact perturbation
theorem of Fredholm operators [Ka, p. 238, Theorem 5.26], for any
* # D$ ,
*I&?=(*I&M)& 12s&
is still a Fredholm operator with index 0 (where I is the identity operator).
By another perturbation theorem [Ka, p. 241, Theorem 5.31], the dimen-
sion of Ker(*I&?) for * # D$"[R( p)(?)] remains constant for $ small
enough, fixed below. Hence there are only two possibilities:
(i) dim(Ker(*I&?))=d1 for all * # D$"[R( p)(?)];
(ii) dim(Ker(*I&?))=0 for all * # D$ "[R( p)(?)].
But for * # D$"[R( p)(?)] with |*|>R( p)(?), * belongs to the resolvent
set \(?). The first possibility (i) above is excluded. It remains so the
possibility (ii): it together with the fact that *I&? is a Fredholm operator
of index 0 (shown previously) means exactly that (*I&?)&1 is bounded for
all * # D$ "[R( p)(?)]. That is, R( p)(?) is an isolated point in 7 ( p)(?). K
By substituting s& by a positive compact operator K, and ? by
Nk=0 ?
k in the proof of Theorem 3.11, we also get
Proposition 3.12. Let ? be an essentially irreducible and p-U.I. positive
operator on L p(+), such that R( p)(?)>0. If there exists some positive com-
pact operator K on L p(+) such that KN&1k=0 ?
k for some N1, then
R( p)(?)>0 and it is an isolated point in 7 ( p)(?).
But this result is less concrete than Theorem 1.11, because the
probabilistical condition of irreducibility is much more easier to check in
practice.
The proof of the following proposition is rather technical and will be
given in Appendix A.
Proposition 3.13. In the setting of Corollary 3.3, assume that R( p)(?) is
an isolated point of 7 ( p)(?). Then the spectral projection associated with
R( p)(?) verifies
A&1 f :=(2?i)&1 |
1
G* f d*=,(, f ) + ,
where 1=[* # C; |*&R( p)(?)|==] with = small, and ,,  are specified in
Corollary 3.3 with (,) +=1. And the resolvent G*=(*&?)&1 has a pole
of order 1 at R( p)(?) (In particular, the algebric multiplicity of R( p)(?) is one
too).
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If moreover
_m1 such that ?m is +-positive improving, (3.16)
(i.e., +(A)>0 O ?m(1A)>0, +-a.s.), then there are some r # (0, 1) and C>0
such that
&R( p)(?)&n ?nf &,(, f ) +&p<Crn & f &p , \f # L p (3.17a)
&R( p)(?)&n (?*)n g&(,, g) +&p$Crn &g&p$ , \g # L p$. (3.17b)
Remarks 3.14. In the matrix case (or E is finite), that (3.16) implies
(3.17a), (3.17b) is exactly the PerronFrobenius theorem of the second
type. Theorem 3.11 (with Proposition 3.13) furnishes a new sufficient con-
dition for the exponential convergence (3.17a), (3.17b) in the irreducible
case, which is stronger than the usual geometrical recurrence in [Re, Nu].
Remarks 3.15. One cannot hope for a stronger conclusion in Theorem
3.11. Indeed, let ?=Pt+s+ where t>0, (Pt) is the OrnsteinUhlenbeck
semigroup in Example 1.7 generated by Tt=e&At, and 0<s(x)1. ? is
+-irreducible, hyperbounded and has the same essential spectrum as Pt .
When A has a nonempty continuum spectrum, ? does have too. Hence
none of ?m, m1 is compact unlike the absolute continuity situation in
Theorem 2.3.
4. SEMIGROUPS OF UNIFORMLY INTEGRABLE POSITIVE
OPERATORS
Let (?t)t0 be a C0 - (or strongly continuous) semigroup of positive
bounded operators on L p(+), and A its generator. We denote by Dp(Ak)
the domain of Ak in L p(+). There are C>0, | # R such that &?t &pCe|t
for any t0.
Lemma 4.1. The following properties are equivalent:
(i) For some k1 and for some operator core D of Ak in L p(+) (i.e.,
D is a dense subset of the domain Dp(Ak) of Ak in L p(+) w.r.t. the graph
norm & f &k, p :=& f &p+&Akf &p), the family
{ f } f # D, :
k
l=0
|
E
( |A lf | ) p d+1= is uniformly integrable in L p(+). (4.1)
(ii) For some k1 and some *0>|||, (*0&A)&k is p-U.I.
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(iii) For all r>0 and all *>|,
Vr(*) :=(*&A)&r2=
1
1 (r2) |

0
tr2&1e&*t?t dt (4.2)
is uniformly integrable in L p(+).
Finally if ?t , t>0 are p-U.I., then the properties above hold.
Proof. (i)  (ii). Fix *0>||| and k1. Since Al, l=1, ..., k are
closed, Dp(A
k) is a Banach space w.r.t. each of the three norms
& f &k, p ; :
k
l=0
&Alf &p ; &(*0&A)k f &p .
They are thus equivalent. In other words, _C kCk>0 (depending on *0)
such that
1
Ck
:
k
l=0
&Alf &p&(*0&A)k f &pCk :
k
l=0
&Alf &pC k(& f &p+&Akf &p),
(4.3)
for any f # Dp(Ak).
By our assumption on D and (4.3), the property (4.1) is equivalent to
{ f | f # Dp(Ak), :
k
l=0
|
E
( |Alf | ) p d+1= is uniformly integrable in L p(+).
(4.1b)
By (4.3) again, the property (4.1b) is equivalent to the L p(+)-uniform
integrability of
{ f | f # Dp(Ak), |E |(*0&A)kf | p d+1= .
But the family above coincides with [(*0&A)&kg | &g&p1]. We get thus
the equivalence between (i) and (ii).
(ii) O (iii). Since
0Vr(*, n) :=
1
1 (r2) |
n
1n
tr2&1e&*t?t dt
 max
1ntn
(tr2&ke(*0&*) t)
1
1 (r2) |

0
tk&1e&*0 t?t dt,
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then Vr(*, n) is uniformly integrable in L p(+) by (ii) and the explicit
formula (4.2). Now,
lim
n  
&Vr(*, n)&Vr(*)&p=0,
by the fact that *>|, then Vr(*) is p-U.I. by Proposition 1.2.
(iii) O (ii). This is trivial.
Finally if ?t is p-U.I. for any t>0, then Vr(*, n), defined in the proof of
(ii) O (iii) above, is p-U.I. by Proposition 1.2(d). Thus the same proof as
above leads to the p-U.I. of Vr(*). K
The following proposition gives a criterion of the p-U.I. of (?t) in term
of its infinitesimal generator.
Proposition 4.2. Let (?t)t0 be a C0 -semigroup of positive bounded
operators on L p(+) satisfying one of the equivalent conditions (i), (ii) and
(iii) in Lemma 4.1. If moreover ?t is continuous w.r.t. the operator norm
topology for all t>t0 where t0 # R+, then ?t , t>t0 are p-U.I.
Proof. From the p-U.I. of Vr(*) given in (4.2), it follows that for each
=>0, t0,
?t, = :=
1
= |
t+=
t
?s ds
is p-U.I. But by the assumed continuity of ?t w.r.t. the operator norm
topology for t>t0 , &?t, =&?t &p  0 as = a 0. By Proposition 1.2(a), ?t is
p-U.I. for any t>t0 . K
Remark 4.3. In case that p=1 or  or the absolute continuity condi-
tion (2.1) holds for (?t)t>0 , if ?t is p-U.I for all t>t0 , then ?t is compact
for all t>2t0 by Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3. Consequently ?t is con-
tinuous w.r.t. the operator norm topology for all t>2t0 (see [Pa, p. 48,
Theorem 3.2]). This extra assumption of the continuity of ?t w.r.t. the
operator norm for all t>t0 , besides the cases above, is automatically
satisfied in the following situations:
(i) For each f # L p, t  ?t f is differentiable for all t>t0 (see [Pa,
p. 52, Lemma 4.2]);
(ii) p=2, t0=0, (?t) is symmetric;
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(iii) p=2, t0=0, and A satisfies the sector condition: for some
*>||| , there is K>0 such that \f, g # D2(A), ( (*&A) f, f ) +0 and
( (*&A) f, g)+K - ( (*&A) f, f )+ } ( (*&A) g, g)+ .
(In the cases (ii) and (iii), t  ?t f is even analytic for all t>0, see [Pa].)
Remark 4.4. In the first version of this paper, only condition (4.1b) is
considered in Lemma 4.1. Condition (4.1) is suggested by the referee. It is
more pratical than (4.1b), because in practice (for instance for martingale
problem associated with a Markov generator), A is often known only on
some space of test-functions D.
5. LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR MARKOV PROCESSES
In this section we apply the previous results to large deviations of
Markov processes.
5.1. Notations. Consider a E-valued Markov process (0, (F0t )t # T ,
F, (Xt(|) :=|(t))t # T , (Px)x # E), whose semigroup of Markov transition
kernels is denoted by (Pt(x, dy))t # T , where
v 0=E N if T=N and
v 0=D(R+, E ) (the space of ca dla g functions from R+ to E,
equipped with the Skorohod topology) if T=R+;
v F0t =_(Xs ; 0st, s # T) for any t # T (natural filtration);
v F=_(Xt ; t # T) and Px(X0=x)=1.
We will work under the following general assumption:
\t # T, +Pt<<+ and Ps is +-essentially
irreducible for some 0<s # T. (H1)
(See Revuz [Re, pp. 71 and 78] or Section 3, (3.2).) Notice that if Ps is
&-essentially irreducible, then Ps is essentially irreducible w.r.t. + :=&R1 ,
where R* (*>0) is the resolvent kernel given by
R*(x, A) := :

k=0
*&k&1Pk(x, A), if T=N;
R*(x, A) :=|

0
e&*tPt(x, A) dt, if T=R+.
Moreover such a + verifies the first condition in (H1).
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Notice that if Ps is +-essentially irreducible, so is Psk for every k # N*
with sk # T. Therefore, if T=N, (H1) implies that P :=P1 is +-essentially
irreducible. We also remark that in the continuous time case, (H1) implies
that for all A # B++ and T0,
|

T
e&*tPt(x, A) dt=\|
T+s
T
e&*tPt dt+\ :

k=0
e&k*sPks 1A+>0, +-a.s.
The empirical measures of level-2 (or occupation measures) are given by
Lt(|) :=
1
t
:
t&1
k=0
$|(k), or
:=
1
t |
t
0
$|(s) ds according to T=N or R+,
($v being the Dirac measure at v ); and the empirical measures of level-3
(or process level ) are given by
Rt(|)=
1
t
:
t&1
k=0
$%k | , or
:=
1
t |
t
0
$%s | ds according to T=N or R
+,
where (%t|)(s)=|(s+t) for all t, s # T are the shifts on 0. Lt (resp. Rt) is
a random element of M1(E) (resp. M1(0), the space of all probability
measures on E (resp. 0)).
The space M1(E) [resp. M1(0)] is equipped with two topologies:
v the weak convergence topology _(M1(E ), Cb(E )) (resp. _(M1(0),
Cb(0))), denoted by w  ; and
v the {-topology _(M1(E), bB) denoted by { (resp. the projective limit
{-topology _(M1(0), t # T bF0t ), denoted by {p).
Remark that { (resp. {p) is much stronger than w  on M1(E ) (resp.
M1(0)).
Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, subsets of M1(E) [resp. M1(0)]
considered in this section are measurable w.r.t. _(&   f d& | f # bB) (resp.
_[Q   F dQ | F # t # T bF0t ]). We adopt this convention to avoid mea-
surability problems: indeed open subsets of (M1(E ), {) (resp. (M1(0), {p))
are not necessarily measurable w.r.t. the _-algebra above.
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The level-3 entropy functional of Donsker and Varadhan H: M1(0) 
[0, +] is defined by [DV],
H(Q) :={E
Q hF
1
0(Q |(&, 0] ; P|(0))
+,
if Q # M s1(0)
otherwise,
(5.1a)
where M s1(0) is the space of those elements in M1(0) which are moreover
(%t)-invariant (or stationary), and
v Q is the unique stationary extension of Q # M s1(0) to 0 :=E
Z or
D(R, E);
v Fmn =_(|(t); mtn) on 0 , \m, n # T =Z or R;
v Q |(&, t] is the regular conditional distribution of Q knowing
F&t ;
v hG(&, +) is the usual relative entropy or Kullback information of &
w.r.t. + restricted on the _-field G, given by
hG(&; +) :={|
d&
d+ }G log \
d&
d+ }G+ d+, if &<<+ on G
+, otherwise.
The level-2 entropy functional J: M1(E )  [0, +] is defined by
J(;)=inf[H(Q) | Q # M s1(0) and Q0=;], \; # M1(E ), (5.1b)
where Q0( } )=Q(X0 # } ) is the marginal law of Q at t=0.
Define (as in [Wu1]) the restriction of the DonskerVaradhan entropy
functionals to the +-component, by
H+(Q) :=H(Q) if Q0 :=Q(|(0) # v )<<+, and + else; (5.2a)
J+(&) :=inf[H+(Q) | Q # M s1(0) and Q0=&]
={J(&),+
if &<<+
else.
(5.2b)
5.2. Our main result in this section is
Theorem 5.1. Let T=N or R+. Assume (H1). Assume that for some
p # [1, +] and for some T # T,
sup
T % t1
&Pt &1<+ and Q(T, *0) is uniformly integrable in L p(+),
(5.3)
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for some (or equivalently for all ) *0>log supT % t1 &Pt &p0, where
Q(T, *0) := :
kT
e&*0 kPk if T=N;
Q(T, *0) :=|

T
e&*0 tPt dt if T=R+.
(a) If 1<p<, P&(Lt # v ) (resp. P&(Rt # v )) satisfies the large
deviation principle (in short: LDP) on (M1(E ), {) (resp. (M1(0), {p)), with
the rate function given by J+ (resp. H+), uniformly over A(q, L)=
[& # M1(E ) | &<<+, d&d+ # B
q
+(L)] (initial measures sets), where q>1 and
L>1 are arbitrary. In other words,
(a.i) J+ (resp. H+) is inf-compact on (M1(E ), {) [resp. (M1(0),
{p)], i.e., [J+a] (resp. [H+a]) is compact in (M1(E ), {) [resp. (M1(0),
{p)] for each a0;
(a.ii) for each open measurable subset G in (M1(E), {) [resp.
(M1(0), {p)],
l(GA) :=lim inf
t  +
1
t
log inf
& # A
P&(Lt(resp. Rt) # G)&inf
G
J+(resp. H+);
(5.4)
(a.iii) for each closed measurable subset F in (M1(E), {) (resp.
(M1(0), {p)),
U(FA) :=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log sup
& # A
P&(Lt(resp. Rt) # F)&inf
F
J+ (resp. H+).
(5.5)
Here A=A(q, L) in (5.4) and (5.5) and inf < :=+ by convention.
Moreover the previous LDPs hold if condition (5.3) is substituted by
_T >0, PT is L p(+)-U.I. (5.3b)
(b) If p=+, then the same LDP in (a) hold uniformly for +-almost
all initial states x # E (i.e., [(a.i)+(a.ii)+(a.iii)] hold with sup& # A P&( } ),
inf& # A P&( } ) replaced by +-esssupx # E Px( } ) and +-essinfx # E Px( } ), respec-
tively.).
Moreover there is a unique probability measure :<<+ such that :Pt=:,
\t # T.
Remark 5.2. A first remark is that the rate functions J+ , H+ in the LDP
above do not coincide with the original entropy functionals of Donsker
and Varadhan J, H, even in the irreducible case. Take the Example 4.1 in
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Dinwoodie [Di] (suggested by the referee): E=[1, 2, 3], T=N and the
transition matrix
1
2
1
2 0
P1=\0 12 12+ .0 0 1
It is irreducible and its only invariant probability measure is +=$3 . By the
expression (B.17a) in Appendix B, we find immediately
J($2)=log 2{J+($2)=+.
See de Acosta [deA1] and Jain [Ja] for several sufficient conditions to
guarantee the equality J=J+ (and then H=H+) (the simplest is that for
some T # T, PT (x, } )<<+ for all x # E ).
We also notice that the LD lower bound (5.4) (resp. upper bound (5.5))
for measurable open subsets G (resp. measurable closed subsets F) implies
the same for all open subsets G (resp. all closed subsets F), with P&
substituted by the corresponding inter measure P int& (resp. outer measure
Pout& ). See [Wu4, Chap. I].
Remark 5.3. The assumption (H1) is very mild and well adapted to the
infinite dimensional setting. For example (H1) is automatically satisfied in
the current and important situation below
+Pt=+(\t # T) and + is ergodic w.r.t. Ps for some 0<s # T. (H2)
But in general Ps is not irreducible under (H2) (hence the known works
due to Ney and Nummelin [NN], de Acosta [deA1, deA2], and Jain [Ja]
do not apply). A new feature of Theorem 5.1 w.r.t. known results ([DV,
DS, deA1, deA2] etc.) is that the LDP here is locally uniform over the
+-component E+ in the ergodic decomposition of the state space E=
+ E+ , corresponding to Varadhan’s picture recalled in the Introduction.
The uniform integrability condition (5.3) is absolutely essential to the
LDP in Theorem 5.1 w.r.t. the {-topology (much stronger than the usual
weak convergence topology), and it is a natural extension of the hypercon-
tractivity criterion due to Stroock [St] and Deuschel and Stroock [DS].
The reader asks naturally why the case p=1 is not stated in
Theorem 5.1. There are two reasons:
(1) the 1-U.I. of Q(T, *0), being equivalent to the compactness of its
square in L1(+) (by Proposition 2.1.) and to the -U.I. of Q(T, *0)*, is a
strong condition. It is contained in the case p= in the dual sense;
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(2) the 1-U.I. of Q(T, *0) implies its p-U.I. for all 1<p<+, by
Proposition 1.2(e) and by the boundedness of Q(T, *0) in L(+).
Theorem 5.1 improves [Wu2, Theorem 4] because under the first condi-
tion in (5.3b), the p-U.I. of Q(T, *0) given in (5.3) is weaker than the p-U.I.
of PT used in [Wu2, Theorem 4] in the continuous time case (however
these two conditions are equivalent in the discrete time case T=N under
the first condition in 5.3).
Notably in the continuous time case, we know often the infinitesimal
generator L rather than its semigroup (Pt) (such as stochastic differential
equations). To obtain the U.I. of (Pt), we would require to verify the con-
tinuity of Pt w.r.t. the operator norm in Proposition 4.2, which is difficult
to check in practice (except the cases quoted in Remark 4.3). But for the
U.I. of Q(T, *0) (a type of resolvent), we have the much more efficient
criterion (5.6) below:
Corollary 5.4. Assume (H1), T=R+ and sup0t1 &Pt &1<+. Let
L be the generator of (Pt) in L2(+). If there exist some k1, T0 and
some operator core D of Lk in L2(+) such that
{(PT f )2 | f # D, :
k
l=0
|
E
( |Llf | )2 d+1= is uniformly integrable, (5.6)
then the LDP in Theorem 5.1(a) holds.
Proof. By the ca dla g property of our process, (Pt) is strongly
continuous on L2(+). Then its generator L is well defined on L2(+).
By (4.3) and (5.6), PT (*0&L)&k is 2-U.I. for some large *0>0. Thus
Q(T, *0) is 2-U.I. by (4.2). It remains to apply Theorem 5.1. K
Its counterpart in L p(+) with 1<p<+ holds too. In [Wu2, Theorem 5]
the level-2 large deviation principle (i.e., for Lt) in the continuous time case
is established under (H2) and
\a0, { f | f # D2(L), | f 2 d+=1, E_( f, f )=| (&Lf ) f d+a=
(5.7)
is uniformly integrable in L2(+).
Obviously (5.7) is stronger than (5.6). Hence Corollary 5.4 not only
weakens the assumption (5.7) in [Wu2, Theorem 5] but also strenthens its
conclusion: now the level-3 LDP for (Rt) is obtained instead of the level-2
there.
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Corollary 5.5 [Wu2, Theorem 6]. Let T=R+ and assume that (Pt)
is symmetric and ergodic on L2(+). The following properties are equivalent:
(i) the LDP in Theorem 5.1(a) holds;
(ii) \a0, [J+a] is compact in (M1(E ), {);
(iii) condition (5.7) is satsified;
(iv) Pt is uniformly integrable on L2(+) for each t>0.
If moreover Pt , t>0 satisfy the absolute continuity assumption (2.1), these
properties are equivalent to
(v) Pt is compact on L2(+) for each t>0.
Proof. By Corollary B.11 in Appendix B,
J+(&)=JE(&) :={E( f, f ) if &<<+, f :=
d&
d+
# D(E)
(5.8)
+, otherwise
forall& # M1(E ), where(E( f, f )=(- &L f, - &L f ) + ;D(E)=D2(- &L)
(the domain in L2(+))) is its associated Dirichlet form on L2(+). Since
E( | f |, | f | )E( f, f ), we get (ii)  (iii).
Now [(i) O (ii)] is trivial. Since (iii) is obviously stronger than (5.6)
with T=0, we obtain [(iii) O (iv)] by Proposition 4.2 and by the sym-
metry of (Pt). The key implication [(iv) O (i)] follows from Theorem 5.1.
Finally the equivalence between (iv) and (v) under (2.1) is a direct conse-
quence of Proposition 1.4. and Theorem 2.3. K
Corollary 5.5 improves a well known result due to Deuschel and Stroock
[DS, Theorem 5.3.10].
Corollary 5.6. Under the assumption of Theorem 5.1, for each f # bB
and for any initial measure &=h } + with h # q>1 Lq(+),
\=>0, _(C, $>0), P&( |Lt( f )&+( f )|>=)Ce&$t, \t # T. (5.9)
Proof. By Theorem 5.1(a.iii),
lim sup
t  
1
t
log P&( |Lt( f )&+( f )|=) &inf[J+(;); |;( f )&+( f )|=]<0,
where the last inequality follows from the inf-compactness of J+ on
(M1(E ), {) and the well known fact that J+(;)=0 iff ;<<+ and ; is an
invariant measure, i.e., ;=+ by the last claim in Theorem 5.1. Whence
(5.9) follows. K
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This corollary confirms the open Problem 3.10 in a weaker sense,
because the exponential convergence in probability (5.9) follows from the
exponential convergence of Lt( f ) to +( f ) in L p(P+) (the meaning of the
conclusion in Problem 3.10), by Chebychev’s inequality.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1. (a)To be clear, we exhibit in the proof
below mainly the essential role of uniform integrability in large deviations,
and put several basic ingredients (properly related to large deviations) into
Appendix B. Before its proof let us remark that (5.3) (resp. (5.3b)) implies
the q$-U.I. of Q(T, *0) (resp. PT ) for all q$ # ( p, +), by Proposition 1.2(e)
and the boundedness of Q(T, *0) (resp. PT ) in L(+). On the other hand,
the uniform LDP over A(q, L) in Theorem 5.1 becomes stronger when
q>1 is closer to 1. Hence we need only to establish the uniform LDP over
A( p$, L), where p$ is the conjugated number of p in (5.3) (or (5.3b)).
We shall prove it by six points.
(1) Upper bound of Lt in the discrete time T=N case under (5.3b). For
every V # bB, consider the FeynmanKac semigroup
PV (x, dy) :=eV(x)P(x, dy);
(5.10a)
(PV)n f (x)=EPxf (Xn) exp :
n&1
k=0
V(Xk).
Let
4( p)(V ) := lim
n  
1
nT
log &(PV)nT&p , (5.10b)
where T >0 is specified by (5.3b), which is weaker than (5.3) in the discrete
time case.
By Corollary B.12 in Appendix B, the good LD upper bound [(a.i) and
(a.iii)] for Lt (uniform over A=A( p$, L)) is true, once if
4( p)(Vn)  0, \(Vn)n0 /bB decreasing pointwisely to 0 over E.
(5.11)
Denoting by N the constant T in (5.3b), PN is p-U.I. by (5.3b). Note the
following obvious facts:
(PVn)N f (x)exp(N &V0&sup) EPxf (XN )
=exp(N &V0&sup) PNf (x), \f0;
R( p)([PVn]N)R( p)(PN)1, \n0;
[PVn]N f  PNf in L p(+), \f # L(+).
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Thus we can apply Proposition 3.8 to get
0 inf
n1
4( p)(Vn)= lim
n  
1
N
log R( p)([PVn]N)
1
N
log R( p)(PN)=0,
where the last equality follows from Corollary 3.6(a). That is the desired
(5.11).
(2) Upper bound of Lt in the T=R+ case (I) under (5.3b). In this
point we assume (5.3b).
For any V # bB, similarly consider the FeynmanKac semigroup
P Vt f (x) :=E
Pxf (Xt) exp |
t
0
V(Xt) dt, (5.12)
and the corresponding Crame r functional on bB,
4( p)(V ) := lim
t  
1
tT
log &PVtT&p=
1
T
log R( p)(PVT ). (5.13)
By Corollary B.12, to prove [(a.i)+(a.iii)] for Lt with A=A( p$, L), we
have only to establish (5.11).
It is clear that PVT is smaller than exp(T &V&sup) } PT , which is p-U.I.
Hence for any sequence (Vn)/bB decreasing to 0 pointwisely over E, with
the same reasons as in point (1), we can apply Proposition 3.8 to get
0 inf
n1
4( p)(Vn)= lim
n  
1
T
log R( p)(PVnT )
1
T
log R ( p)(PT)=0,
where the last equality follows from Corollary 3.6(a). Condition (5.11) is
shown.
(3) Upper bound of Lt in the T=R+ case (II). In this point we
assume (5.3). Instead of 4( p)(V ) in (5.13), introduce a smaller Crame r
functional:
*( p)(V ) :=lim sup
t  
1
t
log &PVt 1&p . (5.14)
To prove [(a.i)+(a.iii)] for Lt with A=A( p$, L), we have only to show
that *( p)(V ) satisfies the property (5.11) instead of 4( p)(V ), by
Corollary B.12 again.
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To this purpose, put
Q(Vn , T, r) :=|
+
T
e&rtPVnt dt, (5.15)
where r>1+&V0&+*0 is fixed (*0 being given in (5.3)). Assume that we
could prove
R( p)(Q(Vn , T, r))|
+
T
e&rte*( p)(Vn) t dt=
exp[&(r&*( p)(Vn)) T]
r&*( p)(Vn)
. (5.16)
Let us see very quickly why (5.11) follows from that inequality. In fact, as
Q(0, T, r)Q(Vn , T, r)|
+
T
e&*0 tPt dt,
Q(Vn , T, r) is p-U.I. by (5.3), and essentially irreducible by our conditions
(H1) (it is even positive improving by the remarks on (H1) at the begin-
ning of this section). Now since Q(0, T, r) 1=(exp(&rT )r) 1, then
R( p)(Q(0, T, r))=(exp(&rT )r) by Corollary 3.3. In further by Proposition
3.8, as n goes to infinity,
R( p)(Q(Vn , T, r))  R( p)(Q(0, T, r))=
e&rT
r
,
which implies *( p)(Vn)  0, by (5.16) and by the obvious fact *( p)(Vn)0.
It remains thus to establish the key inequality (5.16). Write V=Vn (for
simplicity) and let *0(V ) # R be determined by
R( p)(Q(V, T, r))=
exp[&(r&*0(V )) T]
r&*0(V )
. (5.17)
Inequality (5.16) is equivalent to *( p)(V )*0(V ).
By Corollary 3.3, there exists some function , # L p(+), strictly positive
+-a.e., such that
K :=Ker(R( p)(Q(V, T, r)) I&Q(V, T, r))=[c,; c # R]. (5.18)
For any t0, as PVt and Q(V, T, r) commute and P
V
t is bounded in L
p(+)
by the first condition in (5.3) and by the RieszThorin interpolation
theorem, PVt K/K. Then by (5.18) there is c(t)0 such that P
V
t ,=c(t) ,.
By the semigroup property, c(t+s)=c(t) c(s), \s, t0. As t  (PVt ,) +=
c(t)(,) + is continuous on R+, consequently there is b # R so that
c(t)=ebt. We get therefore
Q(V, T, r) ,=|
+
T
e&rtPVt , dt=
exp(&(r&b) T )
r&b
,.
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Comparing it with (5.17) we obtain b=*0(V ), i.e.,
PVt ,=e
*0(V ) t,, \t0. (5.19)
Now for each *>r (*0(V )+1 obviously), consider
?*=
1
a(*) |
+
T
e&*tPVt dt, where a(*) :=|
+
T
e&*t dt=
e&*T
*
.
It is p-U.I. by condition (5.3), and +-essentially irreducible by (H1). By
(5.19),
?* ,=
a(*&*0(V ))
a(*)
} ,,
where it follows by Corollary 3.3(a) (applied to ?*),
R( p)(?*)=
a(*&*0(V ))
a(*)
.
Let p(t) :=a(*)&1 e&*t1[T, +)(t) and p*m be its n-times convolution. p*n is
a probability density function supported in [mT, +) for each m1.
Noting that PVt 1=P
V
s (P
V
t&s1)P
V
s 1 for any st by the fact V=Vn0
and by the Markov property of (Pt), we get
(?*)m 1=|
+
mT
p*m(t) PVt 1 dt|
+
mT
p*m(t) dt } PVmT1=P
V
mT 1.
We obtain therefore
*( p)(V )=lim sup
m  
1
mT
log &PVmT 1&p
lim sup
m  
1
mT
log &(?*)m1&p
 lim
m  
1
mT
log &(?*)m&p
=
1
T
log R( p)(?*)=
1
T
[log a(*&*0(V ))&log a(*)]
=*0(V )+
1
T
log
*
*&*0(V )
.
Letting *  +, we get the desired inequality *( p)(V )*0(V ).
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Note. We have made many attempts for proving the inequality (5.16)
for 4( p)(V ) instead of *( p)(V ), until recently finding the paper [GVW]
where a counter-example was given: there is a nonnegative semigroup (?t)
satisfying
R \|
+
0
e&rt?t dt+<exp(&(r&*))r&* ,
where * := 1t log R(?t), the logarithm of the spectral radius of ?1 .
(4) Upper bound of Rt (level-3). Consider the Markov process
[Y (N)t (|)=|[t, t+N] , t # T] with values in E
[0, N ] or D([0, N], E ), where
N # T. It satisfies still (H1) with + substituted by +N :=P+ |F 0N . It verifies
also (5.3) or (5.3b) with T+N instead of T. Then for each N # T, the good
LD upper bound of level-2 holds for this new process (Y (N)t )t # T by the
three points above with the rate function J (N)+N . Moreover
H+(Q)= sup
N # T
J (N)+N (Q | F0N), \Q # M1(0),
by [DS, (4.4.16), p. 169] if T=N, and [DS, Theorem 4.4.38] and (B.19)
in Appendix B (due to Jain [Ja, Theorem 2.3]) if T=R+. Now the desired
good upper bound [(a.i)+(a.iii)] for Rt follows by the projective limit
method of Dawson and Ga rtner [DG] about LD good upper bounds (see
[Wu4]), because (M1(0), {p) is the projective limit of (M1(E [0, N ]), {) or
(M1(D[0, N]), {) as N goes to infinity.
(5) Existence and uniqueness of invariant measure. By the good LD
upper bound of level-2, there exists : # M1(E ) such that J+(:)=0. But
J+(:)=0 iff :<<+ and : is an invariant measure of (Pt). Moreover by
(H1), +<<+k=0 :Pks2
&k&1=:, i.e., :t+. Thus Ps is :-essentially
irreducible, then ergodic w.r.t. : by Lemma 3.5(a). Since two different
ergodic invariant measures of Ps are singular by the ergodic theorem, con-
sequently the invariant measure :<<+ is unique, which is the last claim in
Theorem 5.1. (If T=N, this point follows directly from Corollary 3.6(b).)
(6) The lower bound (a.ii) for the level-3 Rt (which implies the LD
lower bound for the level-2 Lt by the contraction principle). We shall in
fact prove a much stronger:
Claim. Under (H1) and the existence of an invariant measure :<<+
(without (5.3)!), then for any non-empty family A of initial measures such
that [ d&d+ ; & # A] is uniformly integrable in L
1(+), and for any open subset G
in (M1(0), {p), the LD lower bound (5.4) holds uniformly on A.
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For any Q # G fixed, we can take a {p-neighborhood of Q in M1(0) of
form
N(Q, $) :={Q$ # M1(0) : }| F i d(Q$&Q)}<$, \i=1, ..., d=
contained in G, where 1d # N, $>0 and Fi # bF0N for some N # T. To
show the claim above, we have only to establish
lim inf
t  +
1
t
log inf
& # A
P&(Rt # N(Q, $)) &H+(Q). (5.20)
To this end, we shall apply Theorem B.1 in Appendix B. It says that under
(H1) and the existence of an invariant measure :<<+,
lim inf
t  +
1
t
log Px(Rt # N(Q, $2))&H+(Q), +-a.e. x # E.
By Egorov’s lemma (or its variation), this implies that _K # B with
+(K)>0 such that \=>0,
inf
x # K
1
t
log Px[Rt # N(Q, $2)]&H+(Q)&= (5.21)
for all t large enough.
Now fix some 0<a # T. For any T % ba, since
} | F i d(Rt b %b&Rt) }2(a+1)t &F i&sup ,
we have for all T % ba, and for all tt0 with some t0 depending only on
a, $,
P&(Rt # N(Q, $))P&(Xb # K; Rt b %b # N(Q, $2))
P&(Xb # K) inf
x # K
Px(Rt # N(Q, $2)),
where it follows for all tt0 ,
P&(Rt # N(Q, $))E&La(K) } inf
x # K
Px(Rt # N(Q, $2)). (5.22)
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Therefore for proving (5.20), by (5.21) and (5.22), it is enough to establish:
\K # B with +(K)>0, _a>0 such that inf
& # A
E&La(K)>0.
(5.23)
Its proof is rather elementary. Indeed, by the argument in the fifth point
above, the invariant measure :<<+ is unique, equivalent to + and Ps is
:-ergodic. By the ergodic theorem, as a  +,
ExLa(K)  :(K)>0, in probability :(dx)
and then in probability +(dx). Noting that 0ExLa(K)1, we get thus by
the uniform integrability of [ d&d+ ; & # A],
sup
& # A
|E&La(K)&:(K)|=sup
& # A }|E
d&
d+
(x)[ExLa(K)&:(K)] d+(x) } 0,
as a  +. Whence (5.23) follows.
(b) The p= Case. For the upper bound, we have only to show the
essentially uniform level-2 LD upper bound [(a.i)+(a.iii)] (for the passage
to level-3, the proof in the fourth point (4) above still works). To that end,
by Corollary B.12, it is enough to prove that
4 ()+ (V ) :=lim sup
t  
1
t
log &PVt 1&
satisfies (5.11). As (5.16) still holds (with the same proof), it can be shown
in the same way.
Having that good LD upper bound, we obtain the existence and the
uniqueness of invariant probability measure :<<+, by the proof in (5)).
For the essential uniform lower bound of level-3, by the argument in
point (6) above, we have only to show the following counterpart of (5.23):
\K # B with +(K)>0, _a>0 such that, essinfx # EExLa(K)>0.
(5.23$)
But this is now provided by the essential uniform upper bound. In fact let
0<=<:(K). We have
lim sup
a  
1
a
log esssupx # EPx(La(K)=)&inf[J+(&); &(K)=]<0
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by the inf-compactness of J+ in (a.i) and the well known property that
J+(&)=0 iff &<<+ and &Pt=&, \t # T, i.e., &=: by the uniqueness of such
measure noted before. Whence (5.23$) follows. K
Remarks 5.7. Since Corollary B.12 does not depend on the essential
irreducibility assumption (H1), then the good LD upper bound [(a.i)+
(a.iii)] in Theorem 5.1(a) holds under the following conditions:
v +<<+Pt , \t # T and +t+R1 (i.e., (H3) in Corollary B.12); and
v PT is uniformly integrable in L p(+) for some 0<T # T;
and that is true without the essential irreducibility condition (H1), by the
points (1) and (2) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 above. We believe that the
second condition above can be substituted by (5.3). For this purpose one
should completely modify the proof of (5.16) above, which depends heavily
on the essential irreducibility.
On the other hand, the uniform LD lower bound (a.ii) in Theorem 5.1(a)
does not depend on the uniform integrability condition (5.3); see the Claim
in the sixth point above.
6. SEVERAL APPLICATIONS
6.1. FeynmanKac semigroups and grand ensembles. Let (0, (Xt)t # R+ ,
(Ft)t # R+ , (Px)x # E) be a Markov process given at the beginning of Sec-
tion 5, which will be regarded as the underlying free process. Following the
languages of statistical mechanics [GJ],
QV, T& :=
1
Z(X0 , T)
exp |
T
0
V(Xs) ds } P& (6.1)
defines the so-called grand ensemble associated with the interaction potential
&V (and initial measure &), where Z(x, T)=EPx exp(T0 V(Xs) ds) :=
PVT 1(x). We study in this paragraph the limit of Q
V, T
& as T  , called
often thermodynamical limit in the literatures.
Proposition 6.1. Assume that (Pt)t # R+ is symmetric, ergodic and
uniformly integrable (for t>0) in L2(+). Let E be the corresponding
Dirichlet form with domain D(E). If V: E  R verifies
(i) D(E)  L2(V&d+) is dense in L2(+) (in particular if V& # L1(+));
(ii) there are 0<a<1 and b<+ such that
| V +f 2 d+a \E( f, f )+| V&f 2 d+++b | f 2 d+, \f # D(E). (6.2)
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Then
(a) The FeynmanKac semigroup (PVt ) defined by (5.12) is a
symmetric C0 -semigroup on L2(+), and PVt , t>0 are 2-U.I., and &P
V
t &2=
exp(4(V ) t), \t0 where
4(V )=sup {| Vf 2 d+&E( f, f ); f # D(E), | f 2d+=1= .
(b) For &=h } + with h # L2(+),
QV& |F0T=
,(XT)
,(X0)
e&4(V ) T exp |
T
0
V(Xt) dt } P& }F0T , \T>0 (6.3)
defines a probability measure on (0, F=T>0 F0T), where ,>0, +-a.e. is
the unique eigenvector in L2(+) (up to constant factor) of PVt associated with
the eigenvalue e4(V ) t, common for all t>0. For every F # bF0s (s # R
+
arbitrary),
|
0
F (|) dQV, T&  |
0
F (|) dQV& , as T  +. (6.4)
Namely QV, T& converges to Q
V
& in the projective limit {&topology {p on
M1(0) (see Section 5) as T goes to infinity.
Remark 6.2. Equation (6.3) is the ground state process (probabilistical
counterpart of the so-called ground state representation in analysis). When
the underlying Markov process is hypercontractive, the thermodynamical
limit (6.4) is known only for F (|)=F (|(t1), ..., |(tk)) cylindric (see [GJ,
p. 53, Theorem 3.4.1 and pp. 111115]), which is much weaker than the
process level {p -convergence in (6.4). That result in the hyperboundedness
case was stated in [Wu3, Theorem 3.4] without proof.
Remark 6.3. The condition (6.2) holds once if
4((1+$) V+)=sup {| (1+$) V+f 2 d+&E( f, f ); f # D(E), | f 2 d+=1=
<+,
for some $>0. That last condition is satisfied in the following concrete
situations (easy from the expression above):
(i) V+ # L p$(+), if the classical Sobolev inequality
\| | f | 2p d++
1p
C1 E( f, f )+C2 , \f # D(E) with | f 2 d+=1 (6.5)
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holds for some p>1 and C1 , C20 (writing V+=V+1[V+L]+
V+1[V+ >L] and applying Ho lder’s inequality). See Bakry [Ba, Chap. IV]
for equivalent conditions to (6.5).
(ii)  exp((1+=) *0V +) d+<+ if the weak log-Sobolev inequality
below
| f 2 log f 2 d+*0E( f, f )+K, \f # D(E) with | f 2 d+=1. (6.6)
holds for some *0>0 and K0 (  the hyperboundedness of (Pt)t>0 by
[Gr3, Ba]).
Proof. (a) From the well known KLMN perturbation theorem one
can deduce easily (by [Wu3, Theorem 2.3], see [AM] too) that (PVt ) is the
symmetric C0 -semigroup associated with the closed quadratic form
EV ( f, f )=E( f, f )&| Vf 2 d+, \f # D(EV)=D(E) , L2(V&d+).
By Rayleigh’s principle and the spectral decomposition, &Pt &2=
exp(t4(V )) for any t0 where 4(V ) is defined in part (a) above.
It remains to show the key property that PVt , t>0 are 2-U.I. By
Proposition 4.2 and the symmetry of (PVt ), it is enough to show
D(K) :={ f } K | f 2 d++EV( f, f )1=
is uniformly integrable in L2(+) for some K>0. By our condition (6.2),
EV ( f, f )(1&a) \E( f, f )+| V&f 2 d++&b | f 2 d+.
Hence choosing K=|b|+1, we see that
D(K)/{ f } | f 2 d++(1&a) E( f, f )1= .
But by the equivalence in Corollary 5.5, the right family above is uniformly
integrable in L2(+). So is D(K), the desired result.
(b) Under condition (i), P+(t0 V
&(Xs) ds<+, \t>0)=1 by the
proof of [Wu3, Proposition 2.1] (they are even equivalent). Then PVt , t>0
are +-positive improving as well as (Pt) (a well known property of general
symmetric ergodic Markov semigroup on L2). Thus by Corollary 3.3, for
each t>0, PVt has a unique eigenvector ,{0 associated with the spectral
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radius &Pt &2=exp(t4(V )) in L2(+), which can be chosen to satisfy (,2) +
=1 and ,>0, +-a.s. By Corollary 3.3 and the spectral decomposition, , is
common for all PVt , t>0. Hence
MT=
,(XT)
,(X0)
e&4(V ) T exp |
T
0
V(Xt) dt, T>0
is a ((F0T), P&)-martingale. Consequently (6.3) well defines a probability
measure on (0, F=s0 F0s ) by Kolmogorov’s (consistency) theorem.
To show the thermodynamical limit (6.4), note that
|
0
F (|) dQV, T& =E
P&F (|)
exp s0 V(Xu) du } P
V
T&s1(Xs)
PVT 1(X0)
=EP&F (|)
exp s0 V(Xu) du } e
4(V )(s&T )PVT&s 1(Xs)
e4(V )(s&T)PVT 1(X0)
. (6.7)
As T  ,
e4(V )(s&T )PVT&s1  ,(,) + , in L
2(E, +) (6.8)
by the spectral decomposition. Then
ZT :=exp |
s
0
V(Xu) dt } e4(V )(s&T )PVT&s1(Xs)  Z
:=exp |
s
0
V(Xu) dt } ,(Xs) } (,) +
in L1(P&). But this is not enough for taking the limit inside the expectation
in the last expression in (6.7), for lack of a lower bound control of the
denominator e4(V )(s&T)PVT 1(X0). We shall bypass this difficulty in the
following way. Obviously
e4(V )(s&T )PVT 1(X0)=E
P&(ZT | X0)  EP&(Z | X0) in L1(P&),
where it follows (by observing ZT , Z>0, P&-a.s.),
ZT
EP&(ZT | X0)

Z
EP&(Z | X0)
, in probability P& . (6.9a)
Observe that
EP&
ZT
EP&(ZT | X0)
=1=EP&
Z
EP&(Z | X0)
. (6.9b)
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Now there is an ingenious probabilistic lemma which says that (6.9a)
together with (6.9b) implies
ZT
EP&(ZT | X0)

Z
EP&(Z | X0)
, in L1(P&), (6.10)
as T  +. Substituting (6.10) into (6.7) we get
lim
T   |0 F (|) dQ
V, T
& =E
P&F (|)
exp s0 V(Xu) du } ,(Xs)
EPX0 exp  s0 V(Xu) du } ,(Xs)
=EP&F (|)
exp s0 V(Xu) dt } ,(Xs)
,(X0) e4(V ) s
=|
0
F (|) dQV& (|),
the desired result (6.4). K
In the nonsymmetric case, we have
Proposition 6.4. Assume that +Pt=+, \t0 and Pt0(x, dy) is
+-irreducible, +-positive improving and 2-U.I. in L2(+) for some t0>0.
Assume that V+ # bB and V& satisfies
P+ \|
t
0
V&(Xs) ds<, \t>0+=1.
Then for the FeynmanKac semigroup (PVt ) given in (5.12), there are 0<,,
 # p # (1, +) L p(+) with (,) +=1, such that
PVt ,=e
4(V ) t,, (PVt )* =e
4(V ) t, \t>0, where
4(V )=log R(2)(PV1 ),
and for any p # (1, +), there are C>0 and $>0, so that
&e&4(V ) tPVt f &,( f) +&pC & f &p exp(&$t), \f # L
p(+), \t>0.
(6.11)
Moreover the thermodynamical limit (6.4) holds for every initial measure
&=hd+ with h # =>0 L1+=(+).
Proof. It is easy to show that (PVt ) is a strongly continuous semigroup
of bounded operators on L p(+) for any p # [1, +). Observe that
4(V )=(1t) log R(2)(PVt ) for all t>0. Since P
V
t exp(t &V+&) Pt for any
tt0 , PVt is still 2-U.I. in L
2(+), then p&U.I for all p # (1, +) by
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Proposition 1.2. By Corollaries 3.3, 3.7, and Proposition 3.12, there are
0<,,  # p # (1, +) L p(+) with (,) +=1, such that
PVt0 ,=e
4(V ) t0,, (PVt0)* =e
4(V ) t0,
and for any p # (1, +), _(C>0, 0<r<1) so that
&e&4(V ) nt0PVnt0 f &,( f) +&pC & f &p r
n. (6.12)
On the other hand, one can prove easily that PVt ,=e
4(V ) t, at first for all
t>t0 (by the uniqueness in Corollary 3.3) and next for all t>0. Combining
this point with (6.12), we get (6.11).
The proof of (6.4) in the previous symmetric case still works in the actual
context, with (6.8) substituted by the much stronger (6.11).
6.2. Perturbation by Girsanov formula. Let (0, (Xt), (Ft), (Px)x # E) be a
conservative MarkovHunt process whose Markov semigroup (Pt)t0 is
symmetric and ergodic w.r.t. +. We assume that its trajectories are con-
tinuous or equivalently 0=C(R+, E ).
Let (Lt)t0 is an additive P+-local martingale and consider a perturba-
tion of P& by means of Girsanov’s formula
Q& | Ft :=exp(Lt&
1
2 (L) t) } P& | Ft , (6.13)
Qt f (x) :=EP+[ f (Xt) exp(Lt& 12 (L) t) | X0=x], (6.14)
where &<<+, (L) is the continuous quadratic variational process of L.
When
EP+ exp( 12(L) t)<+, \t0, (6.15)
the Dole ansDade exponential local martingale (e(L)t :=exp(Lt& 12 (L) t),
\t0) is a true martingale by Novikov’s criterion. Q& given in (6.13)
defines a new Markov process with transition semigroup (Qt). This is a
very current and important approach for solving stochastic differential
equations or for constructing new Markov processes [DM].
By the characterization of symmetric Hunt processes and their regular
representation by Ma and Ro ckner [MR], we can apply the theory of
Dirichlet forms in [MR] where the reader are refered for the terminologies
below. Let &(L) be the Revuz measure associated with the additive con-
tinuous increasing functional (L). . We can state
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Theorem 6.5. Assume that (Pt , t>0) are uniformly integrable in L2(+).
Assume that there exists $>0 such that
4 \(1+$)2 &(L)+ :=sup {
1
2
(1+$) | f 2 d&(L)&E( f, f );
| f 2 d+=1, f # D(E)=<+, (6.16)
where f is the quasi-continuous version of f # D(E). Then
(a) Inequality (6.15) holds and (Qt , t>0) are uniformly integrable on
L p(+) for sufficiently large p;
(b) for each &<<+ with d&d+ # =>0 L1+=, Q&(Rt # } ) satisfies the
LDP on (M1(0), {p) with the rate function given by
H+(Q)&EQ(L1& 12 (L) 1)
I(Q) :={ if H+(Q)  EQ |L1& 12 (L) 1 |<+ (6.17)+ otherwise,
where H+(Q) is the DonskerVaradhan level-3 entropy w.r.t. P+ defined in
(5.2a);
(c) (Qt) admits a unique invariant measure :<<+. Moreover -  :=
- d:d+ # D(E).
Proof. (a) Consider the FeynmanKac semigroup
R*t f (x) :=E
Pxf (Xt) exp(*(L) t).
By (6.16), &(L)(E )<+. Albeverio and Ma [AM] established
&R*t &2 := sup
f # B 2+(1)
&R*t f &2=exp[t4(*&(L))] # (0, +], (6.18)
in the context of the classical regular Dirichlet form on a locally compact
space with &(L) bounded. But by means of the regular representation in
[MR, Chap. VI], (6.18) still holds in the general situation here.
The main idea consists to control (Qt) by the FeynmanKac semigroup
(R*t ). To this end, let 0=1 and a, b, c1 such that
1
a+
1
b+
1
c=1. Using
 fgh& f &a &g&b &h&c we get for any f # B+,
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Qt f (x)=EQxf (Xt)=EPx exp \Lt&12 (L) t+ f (Xt)
\EPx exp _aLt&a
2
2
(L) t&+
1a
} [Pt( f =c)]1c
} \EPx exp_b(a&1)2 (L) t& f (1&=) b(Xt)+
1b
[Pt( f =c)]1c } \EPx exp _b(a&1)2 (L) t& f (1&=) b(Xt)+
1b
, (6.19)
where the last inequality follows from the observation that exp
[aLt& a
2
2 (L) t], being a positive local martingale, is a supermartingale.
Now for any p, q>1 and for any sequence (An)/B tending to <, we
have by (6.19) and by Ho lder’s inequality
| 1An(Qt f ) p d+{| +(dx) _Ex exp \b(a&1)2 (L) t+ f (1&=) b(Xt)&
pqb
=
1q
} {| +(dx) 1An(Pt f =c) pq$c=
1q$
.
where q$ is the conjugated number of q.
With the choice ==1q$, and under the constraints:
1<a, b, c, p, q<+, pq$>c; 2b= pq, and
1
a
+
1
b
+
1
c
=1,
(6.20a)
we have for any f # B p+(1), f
(1&=) b= f p2 # L2(+), f =c= f cq$ # L pq$c(+).
Therefore we get from the inequality above
| 1An(Qt f ) p d+(&R*t &2)2q } (&1An Pt&pq$c) pc where *=
b(a&1)
2
.
(6.20b)
Since b(a&1)a=1+bc, when b, c are taken close to  but with bc close
to zero, a and b(a&1)a are close to one. Take next q close to one such
that qq$<2bc and finally p :=2bq which is close to . We see that all
constraints in (6.20a) are verified, and (6.20b) holds with * close to 12. In
that case &R*t &2<+ by (6.18) and our condition (6.16).
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Since Pt , t>0 are also uniformly integrable in L pq$c(+) by Proposition 1.2,
we get from (6.20b) that for p=2bq, Qt is bounded in L p(+) and
lim
n  
sup
f # B p+(1)
| 1An(Qt f ) p d+=0,
which is exactly the p-U.I. of Qt by A.1(iii) in Appendix A. Since Qt is a
contraction on L(+), then Qt is U.I. in Lr(+) for all r # [ p, +) by
Proposition 1.2.
(b) As we do not know whether (Qt , t>0) could be realized by a
semigroup of transition kernels, we can not apply directly Theorem 5.1 but
we can apply Theorem B.15 in Appendix B to get the LDP with the inf-
compact rate function I(Q) defined by (B.40) w.r.t. Q+ . It remains to prove
the identification (6.17).
By the definition (B.40), when two of the three terms I(Q), H+(Q) and
EQ |L1& 12(L) 1 | are finite, the remained term is also finite and (6.17)
holds. Thus for (6.17), it remains to show that I(Q)<+ implies
H+(Q)<+.
To this purpose, by the shown LDP and the Laplace principle, \F # bF0s
(s>0),
sup {| F dQ&I(Q); Q # M1(0)=
= lim
t  
1
t
log EQ+ exp |
t
0
F(%s |) ds

1
c
lim
t  
1
t
log EP+ exp |
t
0
cF(%s|) ds
+
1
c$
lim sup
t  
1
t
log EP+ exp _c$\Lt&12(L) t+&
where 1c+1c$=1 and c>1. By (6.19) and the proof above, the last term
above is a finite constant K for some sufficiently large c. We get conse-
quently by the LDP for P+(Rt # } ) in Theorem 5.1 and the Laplace
principle
sup {| F dQ&I(Q); Q # M1(0)=

1
c
sup {| cF dQ&H+(Q); Q # M1(0)=+K, (6.21a)
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for all F # s>0 bF0s . Consider the space Mb(0) of all signed measures of
bounded variation on (0, F) equipped with the weak topology _(Mb(0),
s>0 bF0s ) w.r.t. the usual dual relation (F, Q) :=0 F dQ on Mb(0)_
s>0 bF0s . Since I, H+ are convex and inf-compact on (M1(0), {p) which
is a closed subspace of (Mb(0), _(Mb(0), s>0 bF0s )), then their natural
extensions (by putting + out of M1(0)) are convex and inf-compact on
(Mb(0), _(Mb(0), s>0 bF0s )), too.
By Fenchel’s theorem, (6.21a) implies
I(Q)
1
c
H+(Q)&K, \Q # M1(0). (6.21b)
Hence if I(Q)<+, H+(Q)<+, as desired.
(c) The existence and the uniqueness of invariant probability
measure :<<+ of (Qt) follows again by Theorem B.15.
Finally for Q: := Qx:(dx) (the stationary process law associated with
(Qt)), I(Q:)=0. By (6.21b) and (5.8), we get
JE(:)=J+(:)H+(Q:)<+
which implies -  # D(E) by the explicit expression (5.8). K
Remarks 6.6. (a) If (6.16) holds for all $>0, then Qt , t>0 are p-U.I.
for all p # (1, +) (this can be proved with the same proof). In particular,
 # q>1 Lq(+) by Corollary 3.7.
(b) Since (Qt) is sub-Markov, then bounded on L(+), the U.I.
property of (Qt) in L p(+) becomes stronger when p is smaller. One can
verify that (Qt)t>0 is U.I. in L2(+), if 4((2+$) &(L))<+ for some $>0
(taking p=2 in (6.20a), one gets (6.20b) for * close to 2 by playing with
the constraints in (6.20a)).
(c) Assume the Kato class condition for (L) ,
lim
t  0+
&(L) t &L(P+)=0. (6.22)
By Khasminskii’s Lemma [Si, Lemma B.1.2], it implies
K(*, t) :=ess } sup
x # E
EPx exp(*(L) t)  1 as t  0, \*>0. (6.23)
From (6.23), we deduce easily (6.16) for all $>0. Under (6.23), we can
verify also directly from (6.19) (with ==1) that if Pt is U.I. (resp. hyper-
bounded, ultrabounded) in L2(+), so is Qt in L p(+) for all p # (1, +).
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(d) Assume the weak log-Sobolev inequality (6.6) (  hyperboun-
dedness of (Pt) by [Gr3]) and (L) t= t0 B(Xs) ds for some B # B
+ (or
&(L)=B } +). If
_$>0, | e12(1+$) *0 B(x) d+(x)<+, (6.24)
then the condition (6.16) is satisfied by Remark 6.3. This result covers
[W1, III, Theorem 2] where (Pt) is the standard OrnsteinUhlenbeck
semigroup (which improves already several previous results due to
Shigekawa and Vintchger, see the references there).
Similarly if the Sobolev inequality (6.5) holds, then B(x) # L p$(+) is
enough to (6.16) for all $>0.
APPENDIX A
A.1. Recalls on uniform integrability. For the convenience of the reader,
recall the equivalence between the following six properties for a bounded
family A/L1(+),
(i) A is uniformly integrable in L1(+), i.e., as L  +,
sup
f # A
|
[| f |L]
| f | d+  0 ; (A.1)
(ii) \=>0, _$>0, such that \f # A and \A # B,
+(A)<$ O |
A
| f | d+<=;
(iii) for any sequence (An)/B tending to <,
sup
f # A } |E 1An f d+ } 0; (A.2)
(iv) there is an increasing convex function 8: R+  R+ such that
lim
t  +
8(t)
t
=+ and sup
f # A
E+8( | f | )<+; (A.3)
(v) A is relatively compact in (L1, _(L1, L));
(vi) A is sequentially precompact in (L1, _(L1, L)).
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Here Condition (iv) is contained in [DM, I, p. 38, No. 22], and as
sufficient condition to (i), (A.3) alone on 8 is enough. Conditions (v) and
(vi) are the content of the well-known DunfordPettis theorem (see [DM,
Vol. I, p. 43, No. 25]). That (iii) O (ii) is an elementary exercise.
Note a consequence of (iii): ? is p-U.I. iff ? is bounded in L p(+) and
lim
+(A)  0
&1A ?&p=0. (A.4)
A.2. Proof of Proposition 1.2. (a) It is easy.
(b) Assume p=1. By (A.2), ? is uniformly integrable in L1 if and
only if ? is bounded on L1 and
lim
n  
sup {|E 1An?f d+; f # B1(1)==0
for any sequence (An)/B tending to <. But
sup {|E 1An ?f d+; f # B1(1)==&?*(1An)& .
Then the previous property is equivalent to the -U.I. of ?*, by definition.
When one substitutes 1An by any sequence (gn)/L
(+) satisfying
gn  0, +-a.s. and &gn&1 in the argument above, we get (1.4) in
Remark 1.3(a).
(c) At first ? is bounded on L p iff so is ?* on L p$. Since
&1A?*&p$=&?(1A v )&p ,
for the p$-U.I. of ?*, by (A.4), we have only to prove
lim
+(A)  0
&?(1A v )&p=0.
To this purpose, let L>0 and set
C(L) :=sup {|E 1[ |?g| L] |?g| p d+; g # B p(1)= , (A.5)
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which tends to zero as L  + by the p-U.I. of ?. Note that for every
g # B p(1),
|
E
|?(1A g)| p d+|
[|?(1A g)|L]
|?(1Ag)| p d++L p&1 |
[|?(1A g)|L]
|?(1A g)| d+
C(L)+L p&1sup {|E ?(1Ag) hd+; h # B(1)=
=C(L)+L p&1sup {|E 1Ag?*(h) d+; h # B(1)=
C(L)+L p&1sup[&1A?*(h)&p$ ; h # B(1)].
By the extra condition (1.2) on ?*, the last term above tends to zero if
+(A)  0. Hence
lim sup
+(A)  0
&?(1A } )&pC(L)1p.
Letting L  +, we get the desired claim.
(d) Since ??$(B p(1))?(B p(&?$&p)), the first claim follows. To show
the second, notice that C(L) defined in (A.5) converges to zero as
L  +, by the uniform integrability of A :=?(B p(1)) in L p.
Thus for every f # B p(1) and A # B,
&1A?$?f &p&1A?$(1[ |?f | L] ?f )&p+&?$&p C(L)1p.
Since ?$(B(L)) is assumed to be uniformly integrable in L p, we get
lim sup
+(A)  0
&1A ?$?&p&?$&p C(L)1p.
Letting L  +, we get the p-U.I. of ?$? by (A.4).
(e) Assume at first p<+. For every r strictly between p and q,
choose = # (0, 1) such that 1r==p+(1&=)q. For every A # B, applying
the RieszThorin interpolation theorem to the operator 1A ?, we get
&1A?&r&1A ?&=p } &1A?&1&=q &?&1&=q } &1A ?& =p .
Hence the uniform integrability of ? in Lr follows from that in L p, by (A.4).
If p=+, then its adjoint ?* is uniformly integrable in L1 by (b). By
what was shown above, ?* is uniformly integrable in Lr$ for every
r$ # (1, q$), where q$ is the conjugated number of q. Since the image of
B(1) by ?=(?*)*, being bounded in L, is Lr-uniformly integrable, then
? is r-U.I. by part (c).
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A.3. Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let P+ (resp. Px) be the probability measure
on 0=E N, under which the family of the coordinates (Xn)n0 is a station-
ary Markov process with initial law + (resp. initial state x # E ), and
with the transition Markov kernel given by a +-kernel realization of
the operator P. Let (%|)(k)=|(k+1), \k # N be the shift, and J the
_-algebra of all shift %-invariant (Borel) events on 0. By [Re, Proposition 3.2,
p. 82], the Markov process P+ is ergodic (i.e., J is P+ -trivial), iff P is
+-ergodic.
(a) If f # L(+) satisfies Pf =f, +-a.s., then P( f +C)=( f +C) for
C=& f &+1. Then f +C is +-a.s. constant by part (b). That is the
+-ergodicity of P.
(b) If Pf*f for some f # B++ , the same argument as in Lemma 3.4
leads to *>0. Notice that for +-a.e. x # E, [*&nf (Xn)]n0 is a nonnegative
Px -supermartingale. Thus by Doob’s supermartingale convergence theorem,
*&nf (Xn)  F, Px-a.e. for +-a.e. x # E, then P+-a.e. (A.6)
We show now f =c, +-a.e., which implies *=1, too. Assume to the con-
trary that there were 0<a<b<+ such that +( fa)>0 and
+( fb)>0. By the essential irreducibility, there is some m1 such that
(1[ fa] , Pm1[ fb]) +>0. Then by Birkhoff ’s ergodic theorem,
1
n
:
n
k=1
1[ fa](Xk) 1[ fb](Xk+m)
 EP+(1[ fa](X0) 1[ fb](Xm) | J), P+-a.e.,
where the last term satisfies
EP+[EP+(1[ fa](X0) 1[ fb](Xm) | J)]=(1[ fa] , Pm1[ fb]) +>0.
We get thus
P+( f (Xn)a and f (Xn+m)b for an infinite number of n)>0
where it follows
P+( f (Xn) is convergent as n  +)<1.
But as *1 (assumed), (A.6) implies exactly the contrary,
P+( f (Xn) is convergent as n  +)=1.
That contradiction proves f =c, +-a.s.
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(c) As 1=&P&1&Pf &1 & f &1*1, then *=1. In the actual
situation, [ f (Xn); n0] is a nonnegative P+ -submartingale with
sup
n0
|
0
| f (Xn)| dP+=|
E
f d+<+.
Thus Doob’s submartingale convergence theorem gives (A.6) with *=1.
The same argument as in (b) leads to the fact f =c, +-a.e..
(d) Use the same proof as (c).
A.4. Proof of Proposition 3.13. Write *0=R( p)(?). Since it is assumed
to be isolated in 7 ( p)(?), G*=(*&?)&1 is holomorphic on [* # C : 0<
|*&*0 |<$], over which the Laurent serie of G* :
G*= :

n=&
(*&*0)n An , where
(A.7)
An=(2?i)&1 |
1
(*&*0)&n&1 G* d*, n # Z,
is absolutely convergent w.r.t. the operator norm on L pC(+), where
1=[* # C : |*&*0 |==], =<$.
Let (P?, :) be given by (3.8a), (3.8b). For every f # L p(+), f, # L1
(:=, } +). Hence by the mean ergodic theorem (see [DM, III]), as r
increases to 1,
(1&r) :

n=0
(r*0)n ,&1?nf =(1&r) :

n=0
rn(P?)n ( f,)  |
E
f, d:=( f, ) + ,
in L1(:). For any *>*0 and g # L(+), reading *0 * as r, we deduce from
the previous convergence that
lim
* a *0
(g, (*&*0) G* f ) += lim
* a *0  g, (*&*0) ,&1 :

n=0
?nf
*n+1:
= lim
* a *0 g, (1&*0 *) ,&1 :

n=0
?nf
*n :
=(g, 1) : ( f, ) +=(g, ,) + ( f, ) + . (A.8)
Thus (g, (*&*0) G* f ) + , being holomorphic on [* # C; 0<|*&*0|<$],
has analytical extension to the isolated point *0 , by (A.8) and the classical
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theory of analytical functions. Hence we have the following convergent
serie expansion for |*&*0 |<$,
(g, (*&*0) G* f )=(g, ,) + } ( f, ) ++ :

n=1
an(*&*0)n,
where an # C (depending on f, g). Identifying the coefficients of this serie
with that of (A.7), we get
(g, A&1 f ) +=(g, ,) + } ( f, ) + ,
(g, A&n f ) +=0 for all n2.
As g # L(+) is arbitrary and >0, +-a.e., this implies
A&1 f =,(, f ) + and A&n f =0 for all f # L p(+). (A.9)
The first claim is proved. It remains to show (3.17a), (3.17b) under
condition (3.16).
At first let p # [1, +). Having the +-positive improving property (3.16)
and the property of pole of order 1 of *0=R( p)(?) (just shown), it is well
known (see [Sc, Chap. V, Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 5.6]) that *0 is the
only point in the circle [* # C : |*|=*0], contained in 7 ( p)(?).
Since 7 ( p)(?(I&A&1))=7 ( p)(?)"[R( p)(?)], then the spectral radius of
?(I&A&1) is strictly less than *0 . Now (3.17a) follows immediately from
this last fact and the decomposition ?f =*0A&1 f +?(1&A&1).
Since A*&1 f =(,, f ) + , and the spectral radius of ?*(I&A*&1), equal to
that of ?(I&A&1), is strictly less than *0 , we also obtain (3.17b).
Finally when p=+, applying the previous result to ?* we obtain
(3.17a, (3.17b), too. K
APPENDIX B
Throughout this appendix, we keep the notations in Section 5. Subsets of
M1(E ) [resp. M1(0)] considered here are measurable w.r.t. _(&   f d& |
f # bB) [resp. _(Q   F dQ | F # bFt , t # T)]. The purpose of this Appendix
is to furnish several results, basic to our main result, Theorem 5.1. Most of
the results in this Appendix are stated in [Wu1] and proved in my
‘‘Habilitation’’ (1993) (but the proofs here are often much simpler).
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B.1. Large deviation lower bounds.
Theorem B.1. Assume (H1) and assume that there is an invariant
measure : of (Pt) which is absolutely continuous w.r.t. +. Then for any open
set G in (M1(0), {p),
lim inf
t  +
1
t
log Px(Rt # G)&inf
G
H+ , +-a.e. initial state x # E.
(B.1)
It is stated in [Wu1] and proved in my ‘‘Habilitation’’ (1993). We
reproduce its proof here for the self-containedness.
For any Q # G such that H+(Q)<+ (then Q is stationary and
Q |F t0<<P+ |F t0 , \t # T by the definition (5.1a) and (5.2a)), by the definition
of the projective limit {-topology {p on M1(0), there exist N # T and
F=(F1 , ..., Fd) # (bF0N)
d and =>0 such that
N(Q) :={Q$ # M1(0) : } | F dQ$&| F dQ }<==/G,
where | } | denotes the euclidean norm in Rd. The lower bound (B.1) follows
once if we show
lim inf
t  +
1
t
log Px(Rt # N(Q))&H+(Q), +-a.e. initial state x # E
(B.2)
for any Q # M1(0) such that H+(Q)<+ and any {p -neighborhood N(Q)
of the form above.
Proof of (B.2) in the discrete time case. We divide its proof into two
steps.
Step 1. We begin by the ergodic case.
Lemma B.2. If Q is moreover ergodic and Q0 is equivalent to +, then
(B.2) holds.
Proof. We shall work on the enlarged product space 0 :=EZ. Let
Fmn =_(|(k); mkn), F=_(|(k); k # Z). We denote by (|) the
density of Q |& (see (5.1)) w.r.t. P|(0) on F11=_(|(1)). We have
dQ |&
dP|(0) }F 0n=exp \ :
n&1
k=0
log (%k|)+ and EQ log =H(Q),
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(Convention. log 0 :=&, exp(&) :=0.) For any $>0, put
Wn :=[| : Rn(|) # N(Q)], Dn, $={|; 1n :
n&1
k=0
log (%k |)H(Q)+$= .
Since Wn # F0n+N (N being given in the definition of N(Q)), Dn, $ # F
0
n , we
have Q -a.s.
P|(0)(Wn)|
Wn
exp \& :
n+N&1
k=0
log (%k |)+ dQ |&
exp[&(n+N)(H(Q)+$)] } Q|& \Wn , Dn+N, $+ .
On the other hand by the ergodic theorem and by Fubini’s theorem,
Q |& \Wn , Dn+N, $+ 1 (as n  ), for Q -a.s. | # 0. (B.3)
Consequently Q0(B$)=1 where
B$ :={x # E; lim infn  
1
n
log Px(Rn # N(Q))&H(Q)&$= .
Since Q0 is equivalent to +, then +(B$)=1. As $>0 is arbitrary, (B.2)
follows. K
Remarks. The idea of this lemma is borrowed from the classic works of
Donsker and Varadhan (see, e.g., [Va, Theorem 5.7]).
Step 2. The general non-ergodic case. Recall
Lemma B.3 ([DS, p. 165, Lemma 4.4.9]). Assume H(Q)<+ (then
Q # M s1(0)). Let
X (d )k :=(Xk , ..., Xk+d) # E
d+1, k0 and
&=Q(X (d )k # v ) # M1(E
d+1),
where d1. Then
inf[H(Q$) | Q$ # M s1(0) and Q$(X
(d )
0 # v )=&] (B.4a)
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is attained at a unique Q(d ) # M s1(0), characterized by
Q(d )(X (d )k # v )=&, \k # N;
(B.4b)
Q(d)(Xn+1 # v |Fn)=Q(Xn+1 # v |Xn&d+1 , ..., Xn), \nd.
Obviousily (X (d )k )k0 is Markov under Q
(d). We call Q (d ) d-Markov
modification of Q.
To prove (B.2) for a general non-ergodic Q with H+(Q)<+, it is
enough to construct a sequence (Qm)m1 , such that
(a) Qm is ergodic and QmtP+ on each F0N (N # N);
(b) Qm  Q in the {p -topology and lim infm  + H(Qm)H(Q).
Our construction is that for each m1,
Qm :=((1&m&1) Q+m&1P:) (m), (m-Markov modification) (B.5)
where : is the invariant measure given in the assumption of Theorem B.1.
Obviously Qm  Q in the {p -topology and Qm<<P+ on each F0N
(N # N). By (B.4a), (B.4b) and the fact that H(P:)=0, we have
H(Qm)H((1&m&1) Q+m&1 P:)
=(1&m&1) H(Q)+m&1H(P:)  H(Q),
where (b) follows. By (H1) and :<<+, +<<k=0 2
&k&1:Pk=:. Thus
:t+ and P: tP+ . Hence Qm is equivalent to P+ on each F0N (N # N).
It remains to show the ergodicity of Qm in (a), which is equivalent to the
ergodicity of the Markov process X(m) =(X (m)k )k0 defined in Lemma B.3
under Qm.
To this end, notice that under the law P+ , X(m) is P +-essentially
irreducible by (H1), where P + is the restriction of P+ to E [0, m] & N. Since
QmtP+ on each F0N (N # N), this implies that under the law Qm, X(m) is
essentially irreducible w.r.t. Q m (the restriction of Q m to E [0, m] & N). Thus
Qm is ergodic by Lemma 3.5(a).
The proof of Theorem B.1 is finished in the discrete time case. K
Proof of (B.2) in the continuous time case. Let s>0 be specified by
(H1). We shall identify 0=D(R+, E ) with D([0, s), E )N by
| # 0  (Y (s)n (|) :=|[ns, (n+1) s))n # N . (B.6)
Let H (s)(Q) be the level-3 entropy of Donsker and Varadhan associated
with the large Markov chain (Y (s)n )n # N , which is P+ |D([0, s), E )-essentially
irreducible (i.e., satisfying (H1)).
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From the definition (5.1a), one can derive (well known, see [DV]) that
if H(Q)<+, then
H(Q)=
1
s
EQ hF s0(Q |(&, 0] ; P|(0)).
Thus if Q # M s1(0) satisfies H+(Q)<+, then
H(Q)=
1
s
H (s)(Q) and Q | D([0, s), E )<<P+ | D([0, s), E ) . (B.7)
Let R(s)t be the level-3 empirical process associated with the discrete time
Markov process (Y (s)n ). For the neighborhood N(Q) given in (B.2), let
N (Q) :={Q$ : }| F dQ$&| F dQ}<=2=
where F (|)= 1s 
s
0 F(%u|) du. For any ts, t=ns+r with 0r<s and
n # N, we have
}|0 F dRt&|0 F dR (s)n }= }
1
t |
t
0
F(%u|) du&
1
ns |
ns
0
F(%u|) du}2st &F&sup
Therefore for all t=ns+r satisfying 0r<s and 2st &F&sup<=2,
[Rt # N(Q)]#[R (s)n # N (Q)].
Thus applying (discrete time case’s) Theorem B.1 to R (s)n , we get for +-a.e.
x # E,
lim inf
t  +
1
t
log Px(Rt # N(Q))
lim inf
n  +
1
ns
log Px(R (s)n # N (Q))
&
1
s
H (s)(Q)=&H(Q)
by (B.7). Namely (B.2) is shown in the continuous time case. K
Remarks B.4. Theorem B.1 still holds if the assumption of existence of
invariant probability measure : is substituted by the existence of some
probability law Q0 satisfying
H+(Q0)<+ and Q0tP+ over each F0N , N0.
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For this, it is enough to replace P: by Q0, in the key construction (B.5)
above.
Our proof of Theorem B.1. is different from the original one of Donsker
and Varadhan only at the step (2), but it is much more direct and general.
It allows us to remove the strong assumptions, such as the existence, the
continuity and the strict positivity of transition density in Donsker and
Varadhan [DV] or the +-irreducibility in de Acosta [deA1, deA2] and
Jain [Ja], etc. Remark that if (Pt) is moreover +-irreducible, the lower
bound of large deviations (B.1) for +-a.e. x # E implies that for any initial
measure & # M1(E ) (because A :=[&] satisfies (5.23) in the proof of
Theorem 5.1 by the irreducibility). But known LD lower bounds in the
irreducible case due to de Acosta [deA1] and Jain [Ja] are obtained
without any extra condition. Even in the irreducible case, the rate function
H+ (resp. J+) may be different from the DonskerVaradhan entropy H
(resp. J ), and especially the LD lower bound of level-3 (resp. level-2) with
rate function H (resp. J ) could fail (e.g., for the example in Remark 5.2,
P$3(Ln=$2)=0, \n1, but J($2)=log 2<+.).
B.2. Crame r functionals and large deviations upper bounds. For every
V # bB, let (PVt ) be the FeynmanKac semigroup defined in (5.10a) and
(5.12), respectively, for T=N and for T=R+.
Let us introduce the uniform upper Crame r functional over a non-empty
family of initial measures A:
4(VA) :=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log sup
& # A
E& exp(tLt(V ))=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log sup
& # A
&(PVt 1),
(B.8)
and several other Crame r functionals,
4(Vx) :=4(V[$x]); 4(V&) :=4(V[&]);
40(V ) :=sup
x # E
4(Vx)=sup
x # E
lim sup
t  +
1
t
log(PVt 1(x)); (B.9)
4(V ) :=4(V[$x ; x # E])=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log sup
x # E
(PVt 1(x)).
40(V ) (resp. 4(V )) is the pointwise (resp. uniform) Crame r functional
introduced already in [DS].
Let + be a probability measure satisfying always
+Pt<<+, \t # T and +<<+R1 , (H3)
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where R1(x, A)=n=0 2
&k&1Pn(x, A) if T=N, and R1(x, A)=0 e
&tPt
(x, A) dt if T=R+. It is much weaker than (H1), a basic assumption for
Theorem B.1 and Theorem 5.1.
In the same way, we define the Crame r functionals corresponding to +,
40+(V ) :=+&ess sup
x # E
lim sup
t  +
1
t
log PVt 1(x);
(B.10)
4+ (V ) :=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log +&ess sup
x # E
PVt 1(x).
Let 4: bB  R be one of the Crame r functionals above. Define its Legendre
transformation:
4*(&)=sup {| V d&&4(V ) } V # bB= , \& # Mb(E );
(B.11)
4*w(&)=sup {| V d&&4(V ) } V # Cb(E )= , \& # Mb(E );
where Mb(E ) is the space of all signed _-additive measures of bounded
variation on (E, B).
Finally for any measurable subset F of M1(E ), consider the uniform
upper bound of large deviations over a set A of initial measures given by
U(FA)=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log sup
& # A
P&(Lt # F ); (B.12)
and define similarly
U0(F ); U(F ); U0+(F ); U

+ (F ) (B.13)
corresponding respectively to 40, 4, 40+ , 4

+ .
The following result is an extension of the well known Ga rtnerEllis
theorem. It is stated in [Wu1] and proved in [Wu4] (part (a) is essen-
tially contained in [DS, Theorem 2.2.4], and the key part (b.ii) as sufficient
condition is used implicitly in [deA2], but I learned it from Ch. Le onard):
Theorem B.5. Let 4 be one of the Crame r functionals 4( } A), 40, 4,
40+ , 4

+ defined on bB, and let U( } ) be the corresponding upper bound of
large deviations. Then
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(a) (weak* LD upper bound ) For any compact subset K in (M1(E ), {)
and for any =>0, there is a measurable neighborhood N(K, =) of K in
(M1(E ), {) such that
U(N(K, =))<{
& inf
& # K
4*(&)+= if inf
& # K
4*(&)<+;
(B.14)
&
1
=
, otherwise.
(b) The following three properties are equivalent:
(b.i) (good LD upper bound ) 4* is inf-compact on (M1(E ), {),
and for any closed and measurable subset F in (M1(E ), {),
U(F)& inf
& # F
4*(&); (B.15)
(b.ii) for any sequence (Vn)/bB decreasing pointwisely to 0
over E,
4(Vn)  0; (B.16)
(b.iii) 4 is continuous on bB w.r.t. the Mackey topology
{(bB, Mb(E )) (i.e., the strongest locally convex Hausdorff topology on bB
such that its dual is Mb(E )).
B.3. Identification of the rate functions. Theorem B.5 is useful only if
one can evaluate 4*(&). For this purpose, recall what are known results:
Lemma B.6. Assume T=N (discrete time case).
(a) Let J(&) be the entropy defined by (5.1b). Then
J(&)=JDV (&) :=sup {| log uPu d&; 1u # bB= , \& # M1(E ), (B.17a)
and under the Feller assumption below
\t # T, Pt(Cb(E ))/Cb(E ), (F)
it holds that
J(&)=J DVw (&) :=sup {| log uPu d&; 1u # Cb(E )= , \& # M1(E ).
(B.17b)
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(b) For the uniform Crame r functional 4, it holds that
(4)* (&)={J
DV (&),
+,
\& # M1(E ) and
if & # Mb(E )"M1(E )
(B.18)
and (4)*w=(4)*=JDV=J DVw on M1(E ) under (F ).
Proof. Part (a) is due to Donsker and Varadhan [DV]. Part (b) is
contained in [DS, Lemma 4.1.36, p. 102103]. K
Lemma B.7. Assume T=R+ (continuous time case).
(a) Let J(&) be the entropy defined by (5.1b). Let J(&; Ph) be the
entropy functional of & w.r.t. Ph given by (B.17a). Then
J(&)=lim sup
h  0+
1
h
J(&; Ph)( # [0, +]). (B.19)
(b) For the uniform Crame r functional 4, it holds that
(4)* (&)J(&), \& # M1(E ), (B.20)
and
(4)*w (&)=+, if & # Mb(E )"M1(E ).
(c) Moreover under the Feller assumption (F ),
(4)*w (&)=J(&)=J DVw (&), \& # M1(E ). (B.21)
where
JDVw (&) :=sup {|&Luu d&; 1u # Dc(L)= , (B.22)
where Dc(L) is the extended domain of the generator L of (Pt) in Cb(E )
(i.e., u # Dc(L) if u # Cb(E ) and there exists v # Cb(E ) such that Pt u&u=
t0 Ps v ds, \t0. In that case, v :=Lu).
Proof. The key equality (B.19) in part (a) is due to Jain [Ja,
Theorem 2.3] (Note. The irreducibility assumption for the general LD
lower bounds in [Ja] is not used for this result.)
In part (b), (B.20) is a combination of [DS, (4.2.40) in Theorem 4.2.39]
with (B.19). The last claim in part (b) is an elementary fact (see Remark B.8(b)
below).
Finally (B.21) in part (c) follows from [DS, (4.2.42) in Theorem 4.2.39]
and (B.19). K
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Remarks B.8. (a) In the discrete time case, the evaluation of 4* is
quite satisfactory, but not so in the continuous time case without (F). In
the last case, since (Pt) is in general not strongly continuous on bB, it is
very delicate to define its generator L and its domain. See [DS, Chap. IV].
(b) Note that if 4 : bB  R is convex and verifies 4(c)=c, \c # R
and uv O 4(u)4(v), then
4*(&)=4*w(&)=+, \& # Mb(E )"M1(E ).
Its proof is easy and is left to the reader.
(c) For any & # M1(E ), Q # M s1(0) with Q0=& and for 0<t # T, we
have by the definition (5.1a) and properties of the Kullback information,
H(Q)=
1
t
EQ hF t0(Q |(&, 0] ; P|(0))
1
t
hF t0(Q; P&)

1
t
h_(|(t))(Q; P&)=
1
t
hB(&; &Pt).
Whence
J(&)
1
t
hB(&; &Pt), \0<t # T. (B.23)
What we do below is to improve and extend the previous results.
Proposition B.9. Assume T=N and (H3) (equivalent to +P<<+).
Then
(40+)* (&)=(4

+ )* (&)={J+(&),+,
\& # M1(E ) and
if & # Mb(E )"M1(E ).
(B.24)
Proposition B.10. Assume T=R+ and (H3). Then
(40+)* (&)=(4

+ )* (&)={J+(&),+,
\& # M1(E ) and
if & # Mb(E )"M1(E ).
(B.25)
Moreover for any & # M1(E ),
J+(&)=J DV+ (&) :={sup {|&
Lu
u
d&; 1u # D+(L)= , if &<<+;
+, otherwise,
(B.26)
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where u # D+(L) (the extended domain of L in L(+)), iff there exists
v # L(+) such that for any t0, Pt u&u= t0 Psv ds, +-a.e. and Lu :=v.
Remarks. Let & # M1(E ) and A be a non-empty family of initial
measures. We claim that for all V # bB,
4(VA)4(V ) ;
4(VA)4+ (V ) if \& # A : &<<+;
4(V&)40+(V ), if &t+; (B.27)
4(V&)40+(V ) if &<<+ and R1 is +-essentially irreducible;
4(V&)40+(V ) if R1 is +-irreducible;
where R1 is defined in (H3). The first two inequalities in (B.27) are trivial.
For the last three inequalities, we show here only the fifth inequality and
only for T=R+, which is the less obvious. Let R(*, V ) :=+0 e
&*tPVt dt
(it might be infinite), where * # R, V # bB is fixed. By the irreducibility,
+<<&R(*$, 0)t&R(*$, V ) for any *$ # R and any & # M1(E ). By the
resolvent equation R(*$, V )&R(*, V )=(*&*$) R(*$, V ) } R(*, V ), we get
4(V&)=inf[* # R; &(R(*, V ) 1)<+]
inf[* # R; _*$<* such that (&R(*$, V ))(R(*, V ) 1)<+]
inf[* # R; _*$<* such that R(*, V ) 1<+, &R(*$, V )-a.e.]
inf[* # R; R(*, V ) 1<+, +-a.e.]
=40+(V ).
Remark that the essential irreducibility of R1 (R1 is defined in (H3)) is
equivalent to (H1) if T=N, and it is slightly weaker than (H1) if T=R+.
The last inequality in (B.27) means that even in the irreducible case, the
smallest Crame r functional is 40+ , not 4
0 (the example in Remarks 5.2 is
a such example).
Proof of Proposition B.9. (following [DS]) By the Remark B.8(b),
4+*(&)=+ for & # Mb(E )"M1(E ). Thus for (B.24), we need only to show
that for any & # M1(E ), the following two claims holds:
Claim 1. (4+ )* (&)J+(&);
Claim 2. (40+)* (&)J+(&).
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Claim 1. If & is not absolutely continuous w.r.t. +, we can find A # B
such that +(A)=0 but &(A)>0. Since 4+ (*1A)=0 for all * # R (by
+P<<+), we have
(4+ )* (&)sup[&(*1A)&4

+ (*1A); *>0]=sup
*>0
(*&(A))=+.
Assume now &<<+. For every 1u # bB, set Vu :=log(uPu). We have
PVu(u)=u and (PVu)n u=u.
Thus 4+ (Vu)=0 and consequently
(4+ )* (&)|
E
Vu d&&4+ (Vu)=|
E
log
u
Pu
d&.
Taking the sup over [1u # bB], we get the Claim 1 by (B.17a) in
Lemma B.6.
Claim 2. We can assume that &<<+ (otherwise it is trivial, because
J+(&)=+). For every V # bB and *>40+(V ), we take
un := :
n
k=0
e&*kPVk 1(x), vn :=e
&*nPVn 1(x)=un&un&1 , n1.
We have
un1, e&*PVun=un+1&1=un+vn+1&1,
where it follows by (B.17a),
|
E
V d&&J(&)|
E
V d&+|
E
log
Pun
un
d&
=*+|
E
log
e&*PVun
un
d&
=*+|
E
log
vn+1+un&1
un
d&. (B.28)
On the other hand, by *>40+(V ), we have
v vn  0, +-a.e. and then &-a.e. on E (as &<<+);
v un increases to some u which satisfies
1<u<+ +-a.e. on E, then &-a.e. (as &<<+);
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v for all n1,
0
vn+1
un
exp(|*|+&V&sup) :=M on E.
Thus on E, the integrand in the last integral of (B.28) is less than
log(1+M ). Taking lim supn   in the inequality (B.28), the above control
allows us to apply Fatou’s lemma and to get
|
E
V d&&J(&)*+|
E
log
u&1
u
d&*.
Whence the Claim 2 follows (because *>40+(V ) and V # bB are
arbitrary). K
Proof of Proposition B.10. To show (B.25) and (B.26), we have only to
establish
Claim 1. (4+ )* (&)J+(&);
Claim 2. (40+)* (&)J
DV
+ (&) for every &<<+ in M1(E ).
Claim 3. J DV+ (&)J+(&), \& # M1(E ).
Set +~ :=+0 e
&t+Pt dt # M1(E ). Then +~ t+ by (H3), and +~ Ptet+~ .
Since the previous claims remain the same if + is substituted by +~ , we can
assume without loss of generality
+Ptet+, \t0 and +t|
+
0
e&t+Pt dt. (H3$)
By the ca dla g property of the trajectories, (Pt)t0 is a bounded semigroup
on L p(+) for all p # [1, +], and strongly continuous on L p(+) for all
p # [1, +).
Claim 1. The same argument as in the discrete time case leads to
(4+ )* (&)=+ if & is not absolutely continuous w.r.t. +. Hence it is
enough to prove it for &<<+. By (B.20),
(4+ )* (&)(4
)* (&)J(&)=J+(&),
the desired result.
Claim 2. Fix V # bB. For every *>40+(V ), consider as in [DS,
Exercise 5.1.17]
uT=|
T
0
e&*tPVt 1 dt, T>0. (B.29)
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Recall the FeynmanKac formula (under (H3$)): (LV :=L+V; D1(LV)
=D1(L)) is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on L1(+)
which must be (PVt ) (by the bounded perturbation theorem [Ka] and the
argument in [DS, Theorem 4.2.25]).
Consequently 1, uT # D1(LV)=D1(L). By integration by parts, we have
in L1(+),
(L+V ) uT=LV |
T
0
e&*tPVt 1 dt=|
T
0
e&*t
d
dt
PVt 1 dt
=e&*TPVT 1&1+*uT # L
(+).
Thus uT # D+(L). By the definition of J DV+ (&) and the previous equality, we
have for any $>0,
| V d&&J DV+ (&)| V d&+|
L(uT+$)
uT+$
d&
=|
(L+V )(uT+$)
uT+$
d&
|
$V
uT+$
d&+|
e&*TPVT 1
uT+$
d&+* |
uT
uT+$
d&. (B.30)
But by our assumption *>40+(V ), we have
v e&*TPVT 1  0, +-a.e. (then &-a.e.), as T  ;
v as T  +, 0uT A u and +(u=+)=0;
v for all T1,
0
e&*TPVT 1
uT+$

TT&1 exp( |*|+&V&) e
&*tPVt 1 dt
uT+$
exp( |*|+&V&).
Thus letting T   in (B.30), we get by dominated convergence
| V d&&J DV+ (&)|
$V
u+$
d&+*.
In further since
&V&sup
$ |V|
u+$
 0, as $  0+,
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thus as $  0+, the previous inequality becomes by dominated
convergence
| V d&&J DV+ (&)*.
As *>40+(V ) is arbitrary, we obtain  V d&&J
DV (&)40+(V ), and that
holds for all V # bB. Claim 2 is established.
Claim 3 (following [DS, p. 127]). For any 1u # D+(L) and &<<+,
since s  PsLu is continuous on L1(+) (under (H3$)) and it is bounded by
&Lu& , then s  PsLu is continuous on L1(&). Consequently
|
E
&
Lu
u
d&= lim
h  0+ |E&
h0 PsLu ds
hu
d&
= lim
h  0+
1
h |E
u&Phu
u
d&
lim inf
h  0+
1
h |E log
u
Phu
d& (because 1&a&log a, \a>0)
J+(&),
where the last inequality follows from (B.17a) and (B.19). Whence
Claim 3 is shown. K
The most pleasing situation is
Corollary B.11. Let T=R+ and assume that (Pt) is symmetric on
L2(+) (in particular +Pt=+). Then
J+(&)=JE(&) :={E( f, f ) if &<<+, f :=
d&
d+
# D(E)
(B.31)
+, otherwise
forall& # M1(E ),where(E( f, f )=(- &L f, - &L f )+ ;D(E)=D2(- &L))
is its Dirichlet form in L2(+).
Proof. Let 42+(V ) be the Crame r functional defined by (5.13), i.e.,
42+(V ) :=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log &PVt &L2(+)  L2(+) .
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By [DS, Exercise 4.2.63, (4.2.64)],
JE(&)=sup {| V d&&42+(V ); V # bB==(42+)* (&), \& # M1(E ). (B.32)
On the other hand, by the second inequality in (B.27), 40+(V )4(V+)
42+(V )4

+ (V ) (this last inequality can be obtained by the proof of
42+(V )4
(V ) given in [DS, p. 131]). Thus by Proposition B.10,
J+(&)=(42+)* (&)=JE(&), \& # M1(E ),
the desired result. K
This corollary is a natural extension of a classical result [DS,
Theorem 4.2.58].
Combining Theorem B.5 and Proposition B.9 and B.10, we get
Corollary B.12. Let T=N or R+. Assume (H3). For p # [1, +],
let 4 p+ (resp. *
p
+) be the Crame r functional defined by (5.10b) or (5.13) (resp.
(5.14)). If one of 4 p+ , *
p
+ satisfies the property (b.ii) in Theorem B.5, then J+
is inf-compact on (M1(E ), {), and for all closed subset F in (M1(E ), {),
U(FA)=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log sup
; # A
P;(Lt # F)& inf
& # F
J+(&)
where A=A( p$, L) :=[h } + # M1(E ); &h&p$L] and L>1 is arbitrary; and
when p=+,
U+ (F )=lim sup
t  +
1
t
log +&esssupx # EPx(Lt # F)& inf
& # F
J+(&)
Proof. For A=A( p$, L), note by (B.27) that for all V # bB,
40+(V )4(V+)4(VA)*
p
+(V )4
p
+(V ),
and
4(VA)4+ (V ).
Thus 4( } A) satisfies (B.16) too. In further, the previous inequalities imply
(4( } A))*=J+ on M1(E ), by Propositions B.9 and B.10. It remains to
apply Theorem B.5. K
The following result improves and extends Lemma B.6 and B.7 (its
counterpart in the discrete time case is essentially known, see [St, DS]).
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Proposition B.13. Let T=N or R+. Then
(40)* (&)=(4)* (&)=J(&)=J DV (&), \& # M1(E ), (B.33)
where JDV is defined by (B.17a) if T=N, and
JDV (&) :=sup {|&Luu d&; 1u # D(L)= , if T=R+, (B.34)
where u # D(L) (the extended domain of L in bB), iff there exists v # bB
such that for any t0, Pt u&u=t0 Psv ds over E and Lu :=v.
Moreover under the Feller assumption (F ), we have
(40)*w (&)=(4)*w (&)=J(&)=J DVw (&), \& # M1(E ). (B.35)
Remarks B.14. Our definition JDV is different from J DV0 given in [DS,
(4.2.36), p. 125], in which the supremum in (B.34) is taken only for
1u # D0(L) :=[u # D(L); lim
t  0+
Pt(Lu)(x)=Lu(x), \x # E ].
Deuschel and Stroock [DS, p. 127] used this last continuity constraint at
t=0 for proving J DV0 J.
Proof. We prove it only in the case T=R+, which is much more
delicate. For (B.33), by (B.20) in Lemma B.7, we have only to establish
(40)* (&)JDV (&), (B.36)
and
JDV (&)J(&). (B.37)
(corresponding to Claims 2 and 3 in the proof of Proposition B.10). To
show (B.36), for any V # bB and any *>40(V ) fixed, as in (B.29), we take
uT=|
T
0
e&*tPVt 1 dt.
Let B be the closed subspace of f # bB such that t  Pt f is continuous
w.r.t. the sup norm & }&sup . It is easy to see that (PVt : B  B) is strongly
continuous for every V # bB. Let DB(LV) (resp. DB(L)) the domain of
generator LV (resp. L) of (PVt ) (resp. (Pt)) acting on B. Note the trouble
point that (L+V )(DB(L)) is not necessarily contained in B.
Since 1 # B, by a classical argument, uT # DB(LV) and
LVuT=e&*TPVT 1&1+*uT . (B.38)
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Though we are not able to show neither uT # DB(L), nor uT # D0(L)
(introduced in [DS], see Remark B.14 above), yet we shall prove that
uT # D(L) and LuT=LVuT&VuT . (B.39)
In fact, recall [DS, Lemma 4.2.23 and Theorem 4.2.25, p. 121] that for any
f # bB,
PVt f =Pt f +|
t
0
Ps(VPVt&s f ) ds, \t0,
where we get by (B.38),
PVt uT&uT =|
t
0
PVs (L
VuT) ds
=|
t
0
Ps(LVuT) ds+|
t
0
ds |
s
0
Pa[VPVs&a(L
VuT)] da
=|
t
0
Ps(LVuT) ds+|
t
0
daPa _V |
t&a
0
PVb (L
VuT) db&
=|
t
0
Ps(LVuT) ds+|
t
0
daPa[V(PVt&auT&uT)]
=|
t
0
Ps(LVuT&VuT) ds+|
t
0
Ps(VPVt&suT) ds.
On the other hand,
PVt uT&uT=PtuT&uT+|
t
0
Ps(VPVt&s uT) ds.
Comparing the previous two equalities, we obtain for all t0,
Pt uT&uT=|
t
0
Ps(LVuT&VuT) ds,
where (B.39) follows.
Having (B.39), the proof of (B.36) is the same as that of Claim 2 in the
proof of Proposition B.10 by noting that e&*TPVT 1  0 pointwisely over E
(instead of the +-a.e. convergence there).
We turn now to prove (B.37). The key point consists to get rid of the
continuity constraint in the definition of D0(L) in the argument of [DS,
p. 127]. To this end, we can assume that J(&)<+ (trivial otherwise). In
that case, by Remark B.8, (B.23), &<<&Pt for all t>0. Consider the
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probability measure + :=0 e
&t&Pt dt. Then &<<+ and +Ptet+ and
+t0 e&t+Pt dt (i.e., + satisfies (H3$)). Let D+(L) as in Proposition B.10.
We have D(L)/D+(L). By Claim 3 in the proof of Proposition B.10 and
&<<+, we get
JDV (&)J DV+ (&)J+(&)=J(&)
which is the desired (B.37).
To prove (B.35) which is essentially contained in [DS, (5.1.22) in
Exercise 5.1.17], we have only to establish
(40)*w (&)J DVw (&).
Its proof is again the same as that of Claim 2 in Proposition B.10, by
noting that the FeynmanKac semigroup (PVt ) for V # Cb(E ) is still Feller
under (F). K
B.4. An extension of Theorem 5.1. The reader can read this paragraph
after Section 5.
In the discrete time case, P1 on L(+) can be always realized by a
Markov kernel on (E, B). But in the continuous time case, the semigroup
(Pt) acting on L(+) does not always admit a representation of semigroup
of transition kernels on (E, B) (especially in infinite dimensional context;
known results are given in the reversible case by means of the quasi-regular
Dirichlet forms, see [MR]). In that case, the DonskerVaradhan entropy
functionals H, J are not well defined. But essentially all results about large
deviations in this paper can be extended to this general case. We explain
how to do it briefly.
Let T=R+ and (Pt) be a Markov semigroup on L(+) (necessarily
+Pt<<+), satisfying (H1). Assume that the law P+ of our Markov process
with transition semigroup (Pt) acting on L(+) and with initial measure +
can be realized on 0 :=D(R+, E ). Let (Px)x # E be the regular conditional
distribution of P+ knowing |(0)=x (it is well defined for +-a.e. x # E ) and
set P&=E Px d&(x) for every &<<+.
Define
H+(Q) :={E
Q hF
1
0(Q |(&, 0] ; P|(0))
+,
if Q # M s1(0), Q0<<+
otherwise
(B.40)
and J+(&) :=inf[H+(Q); Q0=&]. By following the proof of (B.19) in Jain
[Ja, Theorem 2.3], we can prove again
J+(&)=lim sup
h  0+
1
h
J+(&; Ph)( # [0, +]), (B.41)
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in the actual general case. With the same proof, we can show that
Proposition B.10 still holds. And the lower bound of large deviations in
Theorem B.1, depending only on P+ , still holds. All six points in the proof
of Theorem 5.1 remains valid. Thus we obtain
Theorem B.15. Let T=R+ and (Pt) be a Markov semigroup on L(+)
such that Ps is +-essentially irreducible for some s>0. Assume that the law
P+ of the Markov process with transition semigroup (Pt) and with initial
measure + can be realized on 0 :=D(R+, E ). If the condition (5.3) or (5.3b)
is verified for some p # [1, +], then all conlusions in Theorem 5.1 still
hold.
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